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The thesis examines the Hong Kong aluminium industry to
serve two major purposes: to present a detailed discussion on the
industry's export marketing practices and to make possible recom-
mendations to the industry based on the research findings.
After a general description of the aluminium industry with
respect to its structure, raw materials supply, employment and
production aspects, the thesis discusses the various export market-
ing aspects of the industry, such as product design and development,
branding and packaging, distribution channels, promotional activi-
ties, pricing policy, export financing and marketing research.
Emphasis is placed on possible differences between the marketing
strategies of large and small manufacturers.
The industry's export performance and export market struc-
ture, and the situation of international competition in overseas
markets are also analysed. Furthermore, the thesis includes the
multiple regression analyses and the time series analysis of the
secondary data available for determining the factors that are high-
ly correlated with export values and for forecasting the possible
future export trends.
Finally, the writer comes to the conclusion that in general
most manufacturers interviewed, especially those of small firms, are
production-oriented, and the future development of the aluminium
industry depends much on how the manufacturers adopt the marketing
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Aluminium is the most abundant metallic element in the
world, and is estimated to form about 8 percent of the solid
portion of the earth's crust.' The great versatility of this
wonder metal has found unparalleled use in commerce, industry
and science. Aluminium contributes its unique properties of
lightness, strength and beauty to an infinite variety of pro-
ducts. In most advanced countries, aluminium has wide appli-
cations in the areas of transportation, construction, electric
communication and domestic utensils fabrication. However, in
Hong Kong, the aluminium industry still lags somewhat behind in
certain areas. In the present study, it is difficult to cover
every facet of the industry. Hence an operational definition
of the Hong Kong aluminium industry is highly desirable.
Definition of Hong Kong Aluminium Industry
In general, the aluminium industry usually involves five
stages:
1. Mining of bauxite ore
2. Refining of bauxite into alumina powder
3. Production of aluminium ingots by electrolysis of
alumina
IEncyclopaedia Americana, 1965 ed., s.v. Aluminium.
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4. Fabrication of aluminium ingots into semifinished
products such as sheets, circles and extrusions
5. Manufacture of a variety of finished articles'
In Hong Kong, the aluminium industry is concerned only
with the fourth and fifth stages mentioned above--that is, the
manufacture of semifinished and finished articles. For this.
study, the Hong Kong aluminium industry is operationally defined
as the two industries with International Standard Industrial
Classification2 (ISIC) codes of 3814 and 3722--that is, alu-
minium ware and aluminium casting industries. Since the present
study is mainly concerned with export marketing, the author is
especially interested in those factories of the two industries
which manufacture and export products belonging to the commodity
groups with Standard International Trade Classification3 (SITC)
codes of 684211, 684212, 684213, 684250, 684260, 691201, 691202,
684220 and 697230. Basically, the product groups include alu-
minium rods, bars, sections, tubes, pipes, window and door
frames, sheets, plates and domestic utensils.
Scopes and Objectives of the Study
During the past twenty-five years, Hong Kong has developed
from an entrepot port into an export-oriented industrial city.
1Subbiah Kannappan and Eugene W. Burgess, Aluminium
Limited In India (National Planning Association, 1961), pp. 31-32.
'This classification is adopted by the Hong Kong Census
and Statistics Department for classifying establishments by
reference to primary products or industrial services.
SHong Kong Census and Statistics Department uses this
classification in the compilation of trade statistics.
3
This rapid industrialization has mainly been based on manufacturing
products for export to advanced countries. In 1974 the domestic
exports amounted to HK$22,911 million, compared with HK$19,474
million in 1973. The fact that domestic exports consist almost
entirely of manufactured goods emphasizes the importance of the
manufacturing sector of Hong Kong. At present, the Hong Kong.
industry structure is mainly composed of textiles, garments,
electronics, plastics and metalware industries, together with
other industries.
The aluminium industry accounts for a considerable
portion of the metalware industry and has been experiencing
continuous steady growth in terms of export performance. In 1974
the total export value of aluminium products advanced to a record
level of about HK$102 million, an increase of 28.5 percent over
1973's corresponding figure. During the period of 1964-74, the
total export value of aluminium products increased by more than
four-fold. Annual export figures for this period are shown in
Table 1. Hence, although the aluminium industry is relatively
small as compared with other big industries, it is still signi-
ficant to the overall export performance and the economy of Hong_
Kong. The industry is of medium technological level. Generally
speaking, the required level of technology is high as compared
with that of the garments industry. On the other hand, it is
relatively low as compared with the technological know-how needed
in the electronics industry. Furthermore, heavy capital invest-
ment in machinery and other equipment is usually involved in the
aluminium industry
4TABLE 1
HONG KONG EXPORTS OF FINISHED ALUMINIUM PRODUTS
1973 19741964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Year
2.4 21.8 29.2 33.2 45.7 52.1 58.8 59.1 61.8 79.8 102.5
Exhort Value (HK$ Mn.)
100.0 97.3 130.4 148.3 204.2 233.0 262.8 264.3 276.3 356.6 458.3
Index
Snurce: Hone Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade statistics, 1964-1974
Note: 1This includes the products belonging to the commodity groups with following SITC codes:
684211. 684212, 684213, 684250, 684260, 691201, 691202, 684220 and 697230.
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Since few surveys have been undertaken concerning the
industry, it is not surprising to find that the general public
of Hong Kong knows very little about this industry. Even though
the manufacturers themselves know pretty well the particular
sector in which they are operating, some of them still do not
have a whole picture of the industry. Hence a study on this
regard is desirable.
When was the industry originally started? What is the
industry structure? What kinds of products are produced? How
and from where do the manufacturers obtain their raw materials?
What production processes are involved? Do local manufacturers
design their. own products? How is the export performance of the
industry? What channels of distribution and promotional activi-
ties are likely to be most frequently used? How are the prices
of products determined? What are the major overseas markets
for the industry? Does Hong Kong experience strong competition
in these markets? These are the major questions of interest
which guide the formulation of the following objectives of the
study:
1. To present a general description of the Hong Kong
aluminium industry with special reference to its
structure and development, production aspects and
employment.
2. To analyse the past performance of the industry and
evaluate the present situation with emphasis on the
export marketing aspects.
6
3. To make possible recommendations to the industry
based on the research findings.
4. To serve as a stepping-stone for any further research
on the industry in the future.
Research Methodology
The present study mainly aims at presenting an overall
description of the industry with reference to export marketing
aspects. The primary data collected in the survey is therefore
purely descriptive. Both primary and secondary data are used
in the study for discussion and analysis.
Primary data collection
Intensive personal interviews were used in collecting
the required primary data, with the help of an interview guide.
This guide which was pretested and thus revised consists of a
list of questions put to the manufacturers for obtaining the
desired information. In order to conduct the interviews smoothly
without having to frequently refer to the guide, the questions
were memorized. Questions other than those in the guide might
also be asked when they were felt necessary to clarify any
vague points. Note-taking during the interviews was kept to
the minimum to keep the interview as short as possible and to
maintain the smoothness of the interview. After each interview,
the information obtained was immediately recorded in a semi-
structured questionnaire to minimize any possible distortion.
The questionnaire serves the purpose of fast recording as well
as reminding the interviewer of the information given by the
7
manufacturers during the interviews. The interviews were all
conducted in the manufacturers' offices. Although a normal
interview usually last for about one hour, some took up more
than 12 hours. Some manufacturers were even interviewed twice
to obtain more information.
According to the list of manufacturers given by the Hong
Kong Census and Statistics Department, the industry consists of
5 aluminium rolling-mills, 3 aluminium extrusion plants and 81
manufacturers of aluminium household utensils. With the help of
the information supplied by the Hong Kong Trade Development Council,
a total sample1 of eighteen was chosen, bearing in mind that the
large manufacturers make much greater contribution to the export
performance of the industry than the small ones. The sample con-
sists of 4 rolling-mills, 2 extrusion plants, and 12 manufacturers
of household utensils. Among the twelve household utensils
manufacturers, five are classified as small manufacturers. A
factory is regarded as small if it employs less than 200 workers
and has fixed capital investment or total assets below
HK$600,000.2 Since some large manufacturers of household uten-
sils also own some of the rolling-mills and extrusion plants,
a total of 15 interviews were undertaken with the manufacturers.
Furthermore, a large aluminium ingots supplier and a large torch
manufacturer were interviewed.
-L 1 Please see APPENDIX I.
Hong Kong Commerce and Industry Department, Loans for
Small Industry (Hong Kong: Government Press, July 1972).
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Secondary data collection
The sources of secondary data are various Hong Kong
Government departments such as the Commerce and Industry Depart-
ment, the Census and Statistics Department, and the Labor Depart-
ment various Government publications such as Hong Kong Trade
Statistics publications. of non-business organisations in Hong
Kong such as the Hong Kong Trade Development Council and the
Federation of Hong Kong Industries and statistical publications
of foreign countries that are available in their Trade Commis-
sioners or Consulate Generals in Hong Kong.
The secondary data mainly includes the general infor-
mation about the industry, Hong Kong's export figures and the
import figures of a selected number of foreign countries. Based
on this information, the export performance as well as the
competitiveness of aluminium products were evaluated. Multiple
regression analysis was used in determining what factors are
highly correlated with the export values of the products. It
is also hoped that these factors can be used for forecasting
purposes. Time series analysis was also applied in forecasting
the future trend of export performance of aluminium domestic
utensils.
Limitations of the Study
The nature of the information required in the study,
together with the reluctance of local Chinese manufacturers in
completing mailed questionnaires, necessitated the use of inten-
sive personal interviews for primary data collection. The method
9
is more time consuming than other methods such as by mailed
questionnaires or telephone surveys. Owing to time limitations,
information could only be obtained by interviewing a small
number of manufacturers.
The unavailability and insufficiency of certain trade
figures also introduce some limitations to the study. The import
trade figures of aluminium products into U.S.A. for 1974 are not
available. Such trade figures for West Germany are also absent,
The time-lag of publishing Hong Kong's trade statistics accounts
for the lack of the most recent data in certain sections of the
study.
Subsequent Chapters
The thesis consists of six chapters.
Chapter I includes a discussion of the objectives and
scope of the study, the research methodology used and the possible
limitations.
Chapter II is mainly concerned with the overall picture
of the Hong Kong aluminium industry. The industry structure,
products produced, raw materials supply, production and employ-
ment are considered in detail.
Chapter III mainly deals with the export marketing
aspects of the industry. Product design and development, brand-
ing and packaging, distribution channels, promotional activities,
pricing policy, export financing and marketing research are
discussed. Emphasis is placed on possible differences between
the marketing strategies of large and small manufacturers. The
tariffs and quotas imposed by the foreign countries are also covered.
10
Chapter IV evaluates the export performance of the in-
dustry based on both primary and secondary data. Then the export
market structure, the situation of international competition in
overseas markets and the competitiveness of aluminium products
from other Asian countries are discussed.
Chapter V includes the multiple regression analysis and
time series analysis of secondary data which were used in
searching for factors that are highly correlated with export
values and in forecasting the possible future trends. The analysis
also tries to verify independently what has been found in the
interviews.
Chapter VI comprises a summary and a list of recommen-
dations for the prospective development of the industry.
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CHAPTER II
A GENERAL VIEW OF HONG KONG ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY
Structure of the Industry
Historical background
Before the Second World War, Hong Kong's economy was
n
primarily dependent on the entrepot trade. Its central geo-
graphical location in the Far East and outstanding sheltered
deep-water harbour made Hong Kong a desirable connection between
Mainland China and the rest of the world. At that time, the
manufacturing industry contributed very little to the economy.
It was not until the 1950's when Hong Kong gradually became an
industrial city. There are two major factors contributing to
the emergence of the industrial development in Hong Kong. First,
the communist revolution in China around 1949 caused a massive
influx of people from various parts of China into Hong Kong.
This influx was certainly accompanied with the inflow of capital,
technology and industrious labor force into the city. In fact,
there were three more surges of refugees into Hong Kong in
1951-2, 1957-8, and 1962. The second factor was that the Korean
War from 1950 to 1953 prompted the imposition of embargo of the
IE.H. Phelps Brown, The Hong Kong Economy: Achievements
and Prospects, in Hong Kong: The Industrial Colony, ed. Keith
Hopkins (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1975), p.1.
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United Nations on their international trades with Communist
China. These restrictions therefore severely reduced the Hong
Kong's traditional entrepot trade. It was this drastic change
that brought about the switch of Hong Kong's attention to the
development of manufacturing industry. Beside decreasing Hong
Kong's entrepot trade, the Korean War also caused a great in-.
crease in the world demand for Hong Kong products. In view of
this, local businessmen and some immigrant industrialists, who
possessed both capital and technological skills, began starting
their own manufacturing businesses in Hong Kong. Hong Kong's
favorable business climate including free-port status, and well-
established trading, banking and insurance facilities, together
with a stable political climate, also helped in developing in-
dustry by attracting capital investments from Southeast Asia.1
Moreover, the continuous flow of refugees from China furnished
a considerable supply of industrious, dexterous and versatile
workers to meet the growing demand from the developing manu-
facturing sector.
It was under these circumstances that the aluminium
industry started to develop in late 1940's. The survey finds
that the two present leading aluminium-ware manufacturers in
Hong Kong were separately established in 1949 and 1951. At that
time, the industry was at its early infancy, and was characterized
1John L. Espy, Hong Kong As An Environment For Industry,
in Managerial Policy, Strategy and Planning for Southeast Asia,
ed. Lee C. Nehrt, Gano S. Evans and Lamp Li (The Chinese Uni-
versity of Hong Kong, 1974), p. 283.
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by a few small work-shops operating with very simple manual
stamping machines. These work-shops employed only a very small
number of workers, and very often the owners were also actively
involved in production. In fact, the technological skills for
production usually came from the working experience of these
entrepreneurs themselves.
Major sectors and their development
Like the aluminium industries in other countries, such
as Japan, the Hong Kong aluminium industry started with the
-manufacture of utensils from imported sheets. The industry is
basically composed of three main sectors:1
1. aluminium ware fabrication
2. aluminium sheet rolling
3. aluminium extrusion
These three sectors involve different production processes, and
were started at different stages of the industry's development.
Hence general discussions on each sector's development process
are given as follows:
Aluminium ware fabrication
This sector started to grow in the late 1940's. Before
1949 the aluminium industry only consisted of this sector. In
this sector, household utensils such as tableware, kitchenware,
and, later on, ladders are manufactured. In the early stage of
.development, these products, which were much simpler than those
-L Report Of The Hong Kong Aluminium Industry Study Mission
To Japan (The Hong Kong Productivity Centre, 1968), p.l.
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produced nowadays, were mainly sold in the local aomestiic marxuu.
Then in early 1950's, having excess production capacity, some
manufacturers began exporting utensils to Southeast Asian countries
and other countries. However, not until 1964 was the amount ex-
ported large enough to be recorded in the Hong Kong Trade Statis-
tics- Export and Re-exports published by the Hong Kong Govern-
ment. With protective import restrictions imposed by these South-
east Asian countries, local manufacturers began to search for new
markets. From 1967 onwards, the U.S.A. has become the major
market for the Hong Kong aluminium wares.
At present, there are six major manufacturers of aluminium
utensils such as kitchenware and tableware, and three major archi-
tectural fabrication factories manufacturing windows, doors and
other construction components. By the end of December 1974, in-
cluding major and minor establishments, there were totally eighty
one aluminium ware manufacturing establishments1 in Hong Kong,
with 2,387 employees involved in manufacturing processes. Table 2
shows the numbers of establishments for the period 1971-1974. The
number of factories in 1974 actually decreased by about 9 percent.
This was probably due to the worldwide economic recession, which
forced out a number of small factories. However, it should be
noted that these small firms usually only produced aluminium spare
parts for manufacturers of other industries and exported very littlE
abroad. Hence their close-down did not have much effect on the
aluminium industry's export performance.
-L The Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department defines
as establishment as 'ideally, an economic unit which engages,
under a single ownership or control, in one, or predominantly
one, kind of economic activity at a single physical location.'
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TABLE 2
ESTABLISHMENTS AND EMPLOYEES IN THE ALUMINIUM
WARE INDUSTRY (FOR 1971-74 AS IN DECEMBER)





Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Statistics
on Manufacturing Establishments and Employment
Classified by Industry and Analysed by Employment Size
and Geographical Location as in December for the years
indicated.
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In the sector of aluminium ware fabrication, household
utensils production has always been the major portion of finished
aluminium products exported in 1974 they accounted for 52.7
percent of aluminium products exported.
Other than household utensils, aluminium torches are of
next importance in this sector. However, since the consumption
of aluminium by the torch industry, which is estimated to about
600 metric tons a year, is much lower than that by household
utensils production, less attention is paid to the torch in-
dustry in the study.
Aluminium sheet rolling
The first sheet-rolling mill was established in 1949,
which started the development of this sector. In 1952 what is
still the largest mill began to operate. Then three more rolling
mills were separately built in about 1958, 1961 and 1962. At
present, these five sheet-rolling mills still constitute the
whole sector of the industry. In 1975 the Hong Kong's total
sheet production was estimated to be between 11,700 and 12,700
tons.' The major products are sheets, circles, and strips.
Coils are produced by only one mill. These products are mainly
sold to the local aluminium ware manufacturers for producing
utensils such as pots and pans, fans, torches and vacuum flasks.
In fact, these five mills are owned by four leading local alu-
minium ware manufacturers, one of which possesses two mills.
The initial underlying motive of establishing the mills is to
1This estimate is based on the survey findings.
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guarantee a continuous supply of sheets and circles for their
own fabrication of utensils. The growth of the sector also
contributes greatly to the rapid development of the aluminium
ware fabrication sector.
Aluminium extrusion
The sector was founded later than the other two. In
1952 a small factory began to build the first extrusion press.
However, it was not until 1957 when the press began to operate.1
In 196- another extrusion plant started production with two
presses. Then in 1971 this plant became involved in a joint-
venture with an Australian aluminium producer. Then new company
thus formed has become the largest aluminium manufacturing com-
plex in Southeast Asia, containing four extrusion presses,
anodizing facilities and ancillary equipment. Still another
plant, which is much smaller in capacity, was founded in 1972.
The extrusion products produced are mainly sold to the local
aluminium ware manufacturers as well as architectural fabri-
cators for construction purposes. Only the joint-ventured
company exports extrusion products to Southeast Asian countries.
The present production output of the sector is estimated.
to be between 6,000 and 7,000 metric tons per year, but the
maximum production capacity can be up to about 12,000 metric
tons per year,2 owing to the great capacity of the joint-ventured
J- 1 This information was given by Mr. S.K. Yu, currently
Director of Sun Yip Metal Swaging Works Ltd., who was involved
in building the press during his employment with that plant.
2The estimate is based on the survey findings.
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company. This company is also involved in end-product fabrication
and is a major architectural fabricator of Hong Kong.
Scale of operations of the industry
The aluminium industry is characterized by the dominance
of small factories with only a small number of large factories.
Yet these major manufacturers play an important role in the
export performance of the industry. This is mainly due to the
vast difference in the amount of capital investment involved in
these factories. The total investment of a large manufacturer
can be up to about HK$5 million, whereas that of a small factory
can be about HK$20,000 or even less. Consequently, the scale of
operation of aluminium manufacturers ranges widely from a small
work-shop of less than ten employees to a multi-storied factory
of more than 600 employees (as shown in Table 3 and 4). The
factory floor areas also vary from about several hundred to
seventeen thousand sq. ft.
Location
Generally speaking, the factories are mainly concentrated
in Kowloon with only a few small ones located on the Hong Kong
island. The factories in Kowloon are mainly scattered among the
industrial estates such as Kwun Tong, Cheung Sha Wan, Hunghom,
San Po Kong and Tsuen Wan. The locations of the leading alu-
minium manufacturers are shown in Table 5. The largest extrusion
plant, which is also the biggest architectural fabricator, is
situated in Junk Bay, whereas the other two extrusion plants are
in Kwun Tong and Shum Shui Po. All the six leading aluminium
19
TABLE 3
SCALE OF OPERATIONS AND1LOCATION OF
ALUMINIUM WARE INDUSTRY FOR YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 1974)
No. of Manufacturing Establishments
No. of Employees










Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Statistics on
Manufacturing Establishments and Employment Classified by
Industry and Analysed by Employment Size and Geographical
Location as in December, 1974 (Hong Kong Government, 1974).
Note: 1This industry includes the aluminium ware fabrication,
sheet-rolling and extrusion.
2Kowloon for the purpose of this table extends from Tsim
Sha Tsui in the south to Cheung Sha Wan and Lai Chi Kok
in the north and to Ngau Tau Kok, Kwun Tong and Lei Yue
Mun in the east.




SCALE OF OPERATIONS AND LOCATION OF
ALUMINIUM CASTING INDUSTRY1 (FOR
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 1974)







1 3 1 5Total
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Statistics on
Manufacturing Establishments and Employment Classified by
Industry and Analysed by Employment Size and Geographical
Location as in December, 1974 (Hong Kong Government, 1974)0
Note: 1This industry in fact includes an aluminium sheet-rolling
mill with 80 workers, and other 4 small work-shops manu-
facturing small aluminium machinery parts by casting.
Kowloon for the purpose of this table extends from Tsim
Sha Tsui in the south to Cheung Sha Wan and Lai Chi Kok
in the north and to Ngau Tau Kok, Kwun Tong and Lei Yue
Mun in the east.
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household utensils manufacturers are in Kowloon, with three in
Kwun Tong and the other three in Cheung Sha Wan. This pattern
of location also applies to aluminium sheet-rolling mills. All
the large manufacturers operate in their own factory buildings.'
The small manufacturers occupy various types of buildings such
as industrial buildings, resettlement factories and residential
accommodations.
Hong Kong industries generally have been facing the
problem of shortage and high value of land for industrial uses.
The aluminium industry is no exception. For the aluminium ex-
trusion, sheet-rolling and some sophisticated aluminium-ware
manufacturing processes, huge and heavy equipment and machinery
have to be used. These machines..are usually not suitable for
installation in the upper floors of ordinary factory buildings
except on the ground floor. Hence although at present the largE
manufacturershave their ownbuildings, any further installatio of moresuch equipmentrequires moregroundfloor space for
accommodation. This usually means erecting another building.
The Hong Kong Government is now developing industrial estates
in Tsuen Wan, Tai Po, Tuen Mun and Shatin. Two of the large
manufacturers interviewed have shown intention to expand by
building factories in Tuen Mun. Also with the present surplus
of flatted factory accommodation, the Hong Kong Government is
going to launch a staged programme of action against those
factories operating in non-industrial buildings sometime in
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March this year.l Hence the location pattern of the industry
is expected to change in the near future. The trend will prob-
ably be that some factories will move into newly developed in-
dustrial estates.
Ownership of the industry
Most factories, with one or two exceptions, are owned
and managed by Chinese. In fact, the leading manufacturers of
the industry are usually Chiu Chau people. As mentioned before,
a large extrusion plant is a joint-venture of a local aluminium
manufacturer and a famous Australian aluminium producer. Also,
a Japanese architectural fabrication factory is present in Hong
Kong.
The big factories are mostly private limited companies,
whereas the small ones are usually proprietorship or partnership.
The Product
According to the Hong Kong Trade Statistics (published
by the Hong Kong Government), which is based on the Standard
International Trade Classification (SITC) prepared by the United
Nations Secretariat, the exported aluminium products are mainly
classified into eight commodity groups (as shown in Table 6).
However, the products can also be classified based on types of
production processes involved. In this case, the products are
divided into three groups: (1) extrusion products including
bars, rods, sections, wires as well as window and door frames,
1Home factories under attack, South China Morning Post,
January 22, 1976, p. 1.
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TABLE 6
KINDS OF HONG KONG ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS
EXPORTED FROM 1964 TO 1975
DescriptionSITC Code Number
Aluminium bars and rods684211
Aluminium angles, shapes and sections684212
Aluminium wire684213
Aluminium plates, sheets and strips684220
Aluminium tubes, pipes, blanks and hollow684250
bars
Finished1structural parts of aluminium,691201
n.e.s.
Window and door frames of aluminium691202
Domestic utensils of aluminium697230
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong
Trade Statistics- Exports and Re-exports, December
1974 (Hong Kong: Government Press, 1974).
1Here n.e.s. means not elsewhere specified.'
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(2) rolling mill products which are sheets, plates and circles,
and (3) domestic utensils such as kitchenware. The first two
groups cater mainly to intermediate customers such as architectural
fabricators and household utensils manufacturers. Hence they are
regarded as industrial products. On the other hand, domestic
utensils are consumer products, catering to final customers.
The extrusion plants produce a very diversified class
of products with different dimensions and shapes. Some are of
standard sizes, according to Aluminium Association (U.S.A.)
Standards (i.e. A A Standards), whereas others (including window
and door frames and other structures) are custom made. Products
with mill finish, clear anodized coating, organic dyes coating
and Kalcolor coating are available. Kalcolor, developed by
Kaiser Aluminium in the United States, was introduced to Hong
Kong in early 1972. These Kalcolor aluminium products can be
of the following colors: medallion gold, light bronze, bronze,
statuary bronze and black. At present, clear anodized extrusion
products are most popular, but, according to manufacturers,
Kalcolor aluminium products are now gaining importance and wider
acceptance. Only one extrusion plant, which has surface treat-
ment facilities, exports its products abroad. The other two
plants only produce for the local market, owing to the lack of
anodizing facilities. Aluminium products with no protection
coating are easily oxidized and cannot compete in export markets.
The aluminium sheets and circles are mainly produced
according to the customers' specifications with regard to size
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and thickness. Because of the limitations of production tech-
nology and equipment, the largest circles are about 40 inches in
diameter, whereas the biggest sheets produced are about four feet
long and two feet wide. Owing to the limited sizes, some uten-
sils manufacturers need to import sheets from abroad.
The domestic utensils include a wide variety of products
including kitchenware like pots and pans, coffee percolators,
and kettles tableware, ladders and others. The major items
exported are kitchenware, which the six leading manufacturers
are mainly involved in producing. In the past, thin gauge plain
aluminium cookwares were mainly produced. Electric coffee
percolators and other cookwares were once produced by these
major manufacturers. Now, only one still continues producing
them. The main reason is that the Hong Kong manufactured electric
components such as thermostats, plugs and wires cannot meet the
official standards imposed by overseas importing countries such
as U.S.A. and West Germany. Manufacturers have to import these
components from abroad, and do the assembling in Hong Kong.
Owing to the high cost of components, the cost of production
may even be higher than than in overseas countries. Hence Hong
Kong electric aluminium products become less competitive in
these overseas markets. The frequent shortage of these com-
ponents also causes delayed shipments of the products. At
present, the manufacturers are mainly producing heavy gauge
anodized or ceramic coated cookwares, with or without interior
PTFE (teflon or fluon) non-stick coating. Cookwares with PTFE
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coating have been popular in the advanced countries such as the
U.S.A., and West European countries. The competition from
Taiwan and South Korea in the low priced range of products urges
these major manufacturers to produce more sophisticated products.
The small-scaled manufacturers produce much simpler and smaller
tableware and other miscellaneous items. It is interesting to
note that these small manufacturers also produce products of
other metals such as copper and stainless steel products whereas
only one large manufacturer produce stainless steel as well as
aluminium wares. The reason is that producing large household
wares of stainless steel requires somewhat different machinery
than that used for large aluminium products, but machines for
producing small aluminium wares are also suitable for manufacturing
items of other metals.
Raw Materials Supply
Sources of raw materials
The chief raw materials for the local aluminium indus-
try are aluminium billets and ingots imported mainly from Canada,
U.S.A., Australia and Kenya. Canada is the greatest source of
ingots for Hong Kong. These billets and ingots are consumed by
extrusion plants and sheet-rolling mills respectively for pro-
ducing extrusion products, and sheets and circles, which act as
the raw materials for those construction fabricators and alu-
minium ware manufacturers. Most of the utensils manufacturers
interviewed tend to buy aluminium sheets from local mills instead
of purchasing directly from abroad because of the following reasons:
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1. Buying from abroad usually requires a minimum
quantity which is higher than the factory needs.
The specifications of the sheets are different for
different products manufactured.
2. The proximity of local mills enables the manu-
facturers to place orders and make possible adjust-
ments on the specifications of the orders rapidly.
Also prompt delivery is possible. Hence they can
keep the inventory level as low as possible.
3. Better terms of payment can be obtained from local
mills. Payments for purchasing from overseas are
usually made by letters of credit, whereas buying
from local mills are often done on credit. The
length of payment ranges from two weeks to two
months, depending on the credit standing and business
relation of the buyers with the mills.
Availability of raw materials
Most of the extrusion plants and sheet-rolling mills
included in this study do not have any problem in procuring alu-
minium billets and ingots, except once in 1973 when a shortage
happened. The manufacturers usually buy billets and ingots from
the local branch offices of three large aluminium producers of
the world. Some even have contracts of two to three years with
these suppliers to guarantee the supply of a certain amount of
ingots each year at current market price. These suppliers them-
selves keep a three-month supply and try to maintain a constant
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supply of ingots. In fact since 1955 there has always been a
worldwide excess supply of ingots except in 1973. The shortage
was mainly due to an earlier lack of demand. Prior to that time,
instead of undertaking expansion, ingots producers reduced pro-
duction capacity. Once the world demand suddenly began to rise
again, the supply no longer could meet the demand, thus leading
to this incidental shortage of ingots.1
In general, the household utensils manufacturers,
however, often face the delayed delivery of sheets from the
mills. This has become a serious cause of delayed shipment of
their own products. Since the rolling mills are owned. by the
leading utensils manufacturers, the mills tend to fill the needs
of their own factories first before producing for outside buyers.
Price fluctuations of raw materials
The manufacturers do face the problem of fluctuating
prices of raw materials. Table 7 shows the average unit price
of ingots as well as the amounts imported each year for 1964-1974.
In 1975 the list price of aluminium ingot was held at US$0.39/lb.
(i.e, about HK$1.95/lb.). The price of ingot has increased
since 1973, and is expected to maintain this trend in 1976
because of the increasing cost of production.2 Since it is a
Personal interview with Mr. 5.Y. 6o, Executive Director
of Alcan Southeast Asia Ltd.
`Aluminium production requires great consumption of
electricity. For further information, see Ann Eggleston, Steel,
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Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong
Trade Statistics- Imports (Hong Kong: Government Press)
for years indicated.
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world market price, and aluminium consumption of Hong Kong is
very small compared with world consumption, the Hong Kong manu-
facturers have no way of influencing the price. Furthermore,
currency fluctuations also affect the price, which is quoted
in U.S. dollars. Any changes in the price of ingots in turn
induce alterations of prices in aluminium sheets and extrusion
products.
Organisation
In the industry, virtually each manufacturer has its
unique organisation structure, depending on the company's size
and types of products manufactured. In general, the organi-
sation structures differ widely between large and small manu-
facturers.
Large manufacturers usually have an organisation
structure with the following departments: sales, production,
engineering, accounts and personnel departments. The two
largest manufacturers of the industry also have production
planning, quality control, purchasing and public relation
departments. From the survey, it is found that the sales
department is considered the key department of the factory
and often assumes greater power as well as status than other
departments. Among some manufacturers, the sales department
may also be in charge of production scheduling. It is to be
regretted that no large manufacturer interviewed possesses a
separate research and development department or a full functional
marketing department.
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In the case of small-scaled manufacturers, the organi-
sation structure is usually not very clearly defined. The pro-
prietor himself handles all the administrative and sales
functions with or without the help of one or two clerks. Pro-
duction is regarded as the chief function of the factory. Very
often the proprietor is also intensively involved in production
planning or even production processes.
Labor Structure
As of December 1974, the total number of manual workers
involved in the manufacturing sector of the industry is esti-
mated to be 2121, 76 percent of which are male workers. The
female workers mainly do packaging and assembling jobs. The
industry is much more capital-intensive than other industries
such as the garments industry. This, together with the relatively
small number of factories in the industry, accounts for the
small number of workers employed. In the sheet rolling and
extrusion plants, manual labor has been reduced to a minimum,
but this feature is not so pronounced in utensils and holloware
factories, where certain processes are still highly manual in
nature.
Usually the workers are paid on a daily basis, whereas the
technicians are paid on a monthly basis. The average wages for
different levels in November 1975 were approximately as follows:1
HK$1,200- 1,500/montTechnicians
Skillful craftsmen $ 20- 30/day




There is not much difference in wage rates between the large
and small manufacturers.
In the past, the manufacturers often faced the problems
of shortage and high turnover in labor, especially in early
1973. Although this problem is not as serious as that con-
fronting the electronics and textile industries, the following
are probably the important causes:
1. Labor shortage has been a common phenomenon of the
whole Hong Kong industrial sector. Before late
1973, industries--such as electronics, textiles and
garments--had grown rapidly. The supply of labor
could not meet this quickly increased demand for
workers.
2. The working conditions are not as good as those of
electronics and other industries. This partly
explains the high turnover of labor as well as the
decreasing number of young people entering the
industry.
3. There has also been competition among the alu-
minium manufacturers themselves as well as between
the aluminium industry and other metal industries.
Consequently wage rates are raised to attract
workers. This wage rate differential thus created
also accounts for the mobility of workers among the
various metal industries.
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In the survey, most manufacturers interviewed mentioned that
since 1974, the problem mentioned above has been much reduced.
This is due to the serious impact of the recent economic recession
in Hong Kong on the major industries, thus leading to increased
unemployment. Hence recruitment of workers is much easier and
turnover of labor is low. However, it should be noted that when
the economy begins to recover, the labor problem will probably
reappear.
The survey also found that some manufacturers, including
certain major ones, are confronted with the shortage of skilled
engineers and technicians.
Production and Quality Control
All manufacturers interviewed are: now operating six days
a week, with most of them running a nine-hour shift plus partial
overtime each day. The large household utensils manufacturers
are reluctant to sub-contract orders to other small factories,
except when the orders are too many for even the maximum capa-
city to meet, and the products are simple enough for the small
factories to produce with satisfactory quality. Furthermore,
nearly all factories in the study produce only against orders,
instead of producing to stock.
The survey found that the following are the major
production problems of the manufacturers:
1. Production scheduling problems exist, especially
in those manufacturers producing a wide variety of
products with different specifications in small
batches.
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2. Limited space 'and orders in small quantities hinder
the installation of highly mechanised and fully
automatic equipment, or even the use of assembly
lines for production, which certainly can increase
efficiency and reduce cost of production as well as
labor shortage problem.
3. Shortage of skillful technicians and engineers for
further improvement of the quality of products is
usually present in both large and small manufacturers.
It is hoped that the present expansion of Hong Kong
Polytechnic and other technical colleges can part-
ially solve the problem.
Lf. The lead time for the supply of aluminium circles
from rolling mills is uncertain, which often affects
the production schedules and delays shipments of
finished products.
Extrusion and anodizing processes
1. Extrusion process
Aluminium billets are first cut into lengths of about two
feet. They are fed into a furnace and heated up to about
400°C. They then pass in the press, where they are slowly
forced through steel dies. These long extrusions of alu-
minium are very hot and soft, and have to be stretched and
thus straightened. Then they are hardened in a furnace at
a lower temperature of about 180°C. At this stage, the
products are of mill finish and can be sold, but they usually
go through anodizing process.
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2. Anodizing process
The extruded products are dipped first into a degassing
tank, then rinsed, then into an etching tank of caustic
soda solution (this is aging process), rinsed again with
hot water, then into sulphuric acid solution, wherein a
layer of aluminium oxide is formed on the metal surface.
To obtain a clear anodized coating of about 10 micron thick
on the surface, these products should be dipped into hot
water again. But in order to have a color anodized coating,
they have to pass through organic dye baths first and then
dipped into hot water.
There are two ways in manufacturing window and door
frames from extrusion products.- One way, which is commonly
used by small fabricators, is to cut anodized extrusion tubes
into appropriate dimensions and assemble them into frames
using screws. The largest fabricator, which is itself also
the greatest extrusion plant, uses another way of production.
Mill finished extrusion tubes are first cut into required
dimensions and then welded together into frames. These frames
then pass through the anodizing process.
Production process of sheets and plates
1. Melting of aluminium ingots
Aluminium ingots are charged into melting furnace and melted
under furnace temperature of about 7500C. Degasser and flux
are then added in the molten aluminium for degassing and
elimination of skim dross.
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2. Casting process
The clean molten aluminium is transferred into the casting
moulds where slabs will be casted. The size and shapes of
the slabs depend on the rolling equipment and its capacity.
3. Rolling process
The slabs are transferred to preheating furnace and kept at
5300C. Then they pass through the hot rolling mill and
undergo six reductions into 4. thick aluminium plates.
These plates are cut into required sizes and transferred to
cold rolling mill for further rolling to sheets of different
gauges. The sheets thus formed are of hard temper.
49 Annealing process
Sheets with less hardness can be formed by putting the
hardened sheets into annealing furnace. The time and
temperature depend on degree of softness wanted.
Aluminium utensils manufacturing process
In general, the whole production process usually consists
of four stages:
1. Forming stage
This stage is mainly concerned with transforming
aluminium circles into the shapes of the desired
products. This includes many processes such as
greasing, double action drawing, stamping, spin-
ning, trimming, punching and grooving processes.
2. Surface treatment stage
There are many kinds of finish for aluminium ware.
The common ones are polishing and buffing, anodizing
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and ceramic coating, each of which requires a
specific set of processes.
3. Assembling
4. Packaging
A work-flow chart of producing a PTFE (non-stick) coated
cookware with exterior ceramic coating is shown in Figure 1.
Semi-automatic machines are mainly used in the first two stages,
whereas the tasks involved in the stages 3 and 4 are relatively
more manual in nature. Owing to the lack of surface treatment
facilities, most small manufacturers subcontract their semi-
finished products to other specialized factories for external
surface treatments.
The survey indicated that the manufacturers usually obtain
technical assistance and advice from the aluminium ingot and
paint suppliers, equipment suppliers and sometimes from the Hong
Kong Productivity Centre. To improve the quality of the products
and efficiency, large manufacturers interviewed usually make
annual investments of about HK$100,000 to HK$150,000 in new
equipment and machinery.
Quality control
With a few exceptions, most manufacturers do not have
a separate quality control department. Instead, the production
or engineering departments assume the responsibility of quality
checking.
The large manufacturers are usually more concerned about
quality control than those small ones and usually have quality
inspection at every stage of production. The aluminium ware
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FIGURE 1
WORK-FLOW CHART OF PRODUCING A PTFE (NON-STICK




-Frit coating-- - Grit blastingCeramic coating
I
Top-coating- 4 Sintering.Primer coatingFrit firing
I
Ass embling- - Stud WeldingPackaging F--
1This chart was supplied by a leading aluminium kitchenware
manufacturer of Hong Kong.
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manufacturers pay more attention to surface treatment of the
products, especially for those manufacturing PTFE coated uten-
sils.
PTFE paint is sold by two chemical companies, Du Pont
and I.C.I., under the respective brand names Teflon and Fluon.
Du Pont only sells Teflon paints to those manufacturers which
have the required equipment such as a furnace (of 5000C) and
whose products have achieved.-a certain required standard of
quality set by Du Pont. Hence these manufacturers have to send
their PTFE coated products regularly to Du Pont for inspection.
This urges the manufacturers to place more emphasis on quality
control aspects.
Small manufacturers usually pay less attention to
quality control and are satisfied with the products so long as
there is little complaint from their buyers.
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CHAPTER III
A DESCRIPTION OF EXPORT MARKETING PRACTICES.
This chapter aims at presenting a picture of the
practical aspects of export marketing prevailing in the alu-
minium industry. The areas of discussion include the following
elements:
1. Product research and development
2. Branding and packaging






9. Tariffs and other restrictions
The discussion is mainly based on the information
obtained through personal interviews with the manufacturers as
well as officials of the Hong Kong Commerce and Industry Depart-
ment, and other non-business trade organisations. Emphasis is
placed on locating any differences in marketing aspects between
large and small manufacturers.
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Product Research and Development
Product research and development is a vital aspect of
the overall marketing function. This function includes the
improvement of existing products as well as the development of
entirely new designs. It is true that in Hong Kong most large
aluminium ware manufacturers are quite concerned with improving
the quality of their products. However, the development of
completely new designs is by no means a usual practice.
Extrusions and sheets manufacturers mainly produce their
products according to the specifications given by the buyers.
Since different shapes of sizes of these semifinished products
are required by the buyers for manufacturing a wide variety of
final products, there is no need for the extrusions and sheets
factories to develop any new designs for the customers.
In the aluminium ware sector, most companies, especially
those small ones, also mainly produce against the specifications
and samples provided by their overseas customers. Large companies
may sometimes obtain new product designs through joint efforts
with their buyers. But this happens only when these buyers come
to Hong Kong or have local buying offices or purchasing agents
in Hong Kong. Indeed, only a few large architectural fabricators
and household utensils manufacturers have a product design unit,
under the production or engineering department, for undertaking
occasional design projects. It'-is also noted that slight modi-
fication of foreign designs is also a common source of new
designs for some manufacturers.
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Generally speaking, research and development has not
been taken seriously in the industry. The reasons, given by
the manufacturers interviewed, for not developing their own
new products are summarized as follows:
1. Continuous supply of new designs is available from
buyers as well as from copying overseas designs.
2. Most manufacturers, especially those small ones,
have difficulty in locating the future needs of
overseas markets.
3. Any new designs can be easily and quickly imitated
by other manufacturers with slight modifications.
4. Research in new designs often requires establish-
ment of a certain product designing unit or depart-
ment. This additional expense required often cannot
be afforded by small manufacturers.
5. The acute shortage of experienced product designers
to deal with complicated technical problems in the
product designing process is also a reason for the
absence of new designs by the manufacturers.
6. Most manufacturers are afraid of any possible pro-
duct failures that may be very costly and may
jeopardize their financial position.
Branding and Packaging
Branding
Branding is generally regarded as the use of a name, a
term, a symbol, or design (or a combination of them) to identify
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products of a seller or a group of sellers and to distinguish
them for those of competitors. As a brand is an important part
of a product, successful branding is very useful in creating a
good product image, thus encouraging customers to repeatedly
purchase the product.
The aluminium extrusion plants and rolling mills do not
have any brand names for their semi-finished products. They
regard their products as being homogeneous and same as those of
other manufacturers. Another reason, given by the manufacturers
interviewed, is that their products are mainly sold directly to
the overseas fabricators and manufacturers.
In the aluminium household ware sector, only two large
manufacturers export about 80 percent of their products under
their own brands. The other industrial firms, whether large or
small, do not think that brands are important and export almost
all their products using the buyers' brands. All that they
additionally do is to put labels Made in Hong Kong on the
products. This is because the manufacturers are mainly producin
against the specifications of the buyers, and not making their
own designed products. Moreover, their goods are mostly sold to
the overseas importers and other distributors, and not directly
to the final consumers. In fact, most of their buyers are large
department stores. There is a growing trend for these stores to
sell goods under their own well established and familiar brands.
In contrast to their usual practices in exporting, large
aluminium utensil manufacturers use their own brands when they
sell their products in the local domestic market.
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Packaging
Packaging is another vital part of a product. Basi-
cally it serves two main important purposes--protection and
promotion.
Most manufacturers interviewed regard packaging as being
very important for easy transportation and protecting the pro-
ducts against possible damage that may be caused during the
transportation process. Reducing the chances of being damaged
by good packing also minimizes damage claims from customers.
However, they often do not pay much attention to the promotional
aspects of packaging, except for certain large household utensil
manufacturers. The extrusion products and rolling mill products
are usually shipped in wooden cartons without any brands on it.
Buyers usually supply the package designs for aluminium utensils,
except for some large firms. Most manufacturers have difficulty
in making package designs themselves because of lack of designers
in this field and knowledge of what package designs foreign
buyers would like. Language problem also imposes additional
strain on locally designed packaging, especially for those
countries where English is not widely used. Finally, the high
cost of designs involved also hinders small manufacturers design-
ing their own packages.
The PTFE cookwares must have labels such as TEFLON or
FLUON and *instructions given by Du Pont and I.C.I. respectively
certifying that the products are coated with these particular
non-stick paints and that they meet the quality standards set by
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the two chemical companies. This is, in fact, an interesting
special kind of label that serves promotional purposes.
On the whole, making new package designs are only limited
to certain large manufacturers. The others depend solely on
buyers' supply of designs. The protection aspect of packaging
is important irrespective of whether advanced or less developed
countries are the destinations of shipments. However, in the
aluminium utensil sector, the quality of package designs,
whether they are given by foreign buyers or designed by manu-
facturers, obviously indicates one point--the promotional aspect
of packaging is stressed more for products destined to be sold
in advanced countries than those sent to less developed ones.
Channels of Distribution
A channel of distribution refers to any sequence of
marketing institutions, through which products flow from pro-
ducer to final consumers.
For both extrusion and rolling mill products, the usual
distribution channel has long been the direct exporting from
the manufacturers to the overseas buyers, which are usually
architectural fabricators and manufacturers. Only about 10 per-
cent of export sales are made through agents. This is because
the products are often custom made, and the specifications are
very often too technically complicated for export firms to handle.
The aluminium ware manufacturers are confronted with
more possible distribution channels which they can use. The
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various channels of distribution of the Hong Kong aluminium
wares to overseas markets are summarized Table 8.
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS OF HONG KONG ALUMINIUM
WARE INDUSTRY FOR EXPORTING
Direct 1. Direct selling
Exporting












4.Mail-order1. Hong Kong export firms
houses
2. Buying agents of over-Indirect




Different industrial firms usually have different
combinations of distribution channels to suit their own cir-
cumstances and needs. Generally speaking, large aluminium
utensil manufacturers use more direct exporting channels than
the small ones.
Large manufacturers usually have their own export depart-
ment or unit for handling the tedious export documentation.
About 50%- 70% of their sales are made through direct exporting
to the overseas wholesale importers, large department stores
and other buyers. The orders are placed either directly by the
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overseas buyers or through their own local buying offices in
Hong Kong, or from the manufacturers' overseas branch offices
which collect orders from the customers and send them to their
parent factories. The rest of the manufacturers' sales are
mainly made through indirect exporting channels. These include
channels through Hong Kong export firms, buying agents of over-
seas buyers in Hong Kong and manufacturers' overseas agents.
Although these large manufacturers have the general tendency
towards increasing the use of direct exporting, they are also
quite willing to accept orders from the export trading firms,
especially those which have long business relation with the
manufacturers. This can be illustrated by the following quot-
ation of a leading manufacturer:
During the early stage of development, our factory
mainly exported the products through local export
firms. Then in about 1965, we began to sell directly
to overseas customers. In fact, the percentage of
direct sales has been increasing, and now 70 percent
of our products are sold directly to our customers.
In future, we expect that this percentage will increase
We no longer rely much on the export firms now, but
we are still glad to accept orders from them because
they have been doing business with us for such a long
time.
This also shows that as the factory grows, it tends to switch
the emphasis from indirect export to direct export channels,
with its own export office to ensure established marketing out-
lets. As a result of their large sales volume, the large over-
seas department stores are the main sources of direct sales
orders of the large manufacturers. These stores often place
orders of large quantities and want one large factory to produce
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the whole order, instead of splitting the order among various
small manufacturers, so as to ensure uniformity of product
quality.
The small manufacturers depend greatly on the indirect
exporting channels. Most small companies interviewed have in-
direct sales percentages within the range of 70%- 100%. This
is due to the lack of both knowledge and personnel for handling
export documentation and procedures, little direct contact with
overseas buyers, and lack of financial resources. Hence small
companies concentrate on production and leave the export houses
to handle the marketing aspects for them.
In summary, the aluminium manufacturers of Hong Kong
have been using both direct exporting and indirect exporting.
The advantages and disadvantages of these channels are discussed
in the following sections.
Direct exporting
Direct exporting has the advantages of enabling manu-
facturers to have close and firm connections with their buyers,
through which they can obtain first-hand knowledge of the demands
and needs of their customers and respond to them rapidly. Through
this channel, besides obtaining more market information, the
manufacturers can also have opportunities to promote their brands.
Without export firms as middlemen, the products become more
competitive in overseas markets, as a result of lower prices.
Besides its advantages to manufacturers, it also has
certain drawbacks. It requires a substantial amount of over-
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head expenses in establishing an export office. The manufacturers
need to be familiar with all phases of export transactions and
documentation and have to assume more foreign risks. Greater
expenses in promotion are usually needed. There are also risks
of inadequate sales volume in those overseas markets where most
of the large department stores have strong relations with the
export firms of the manufacturers' country.
Indirect exporting
The advantages associated with this type of channel are
mainly due to the roles played by the export firms in export
transactions. Export firms usually have experience, established
contacts, sales organizations, know-how in specific markets, and
can therefore guide the manufacturers with sales in these over-
seas countries. They can serve as an export department so that
the manufacturers can concentrate on manufacturing. With in-
direct exporters, foreign credit risks are eliminated.
On the other hand, indirect exporting also has its defects.
Export firms tend to place orders with the manufacturers that
quote the cheapest prices. Therefore this often arouses cut-
throat price competition among the manufacturers, thus resulting
in lower profit margins. Also, these export firms usually carry
a wide variety of products, and they usually pay attention to
those products that generate the most profits. Hence manufacturers
who produce other products with export potential do not often
obtain guidance or market information about these products. The
manufacturers have no direct contact with overseas buyers and
no chance to establish their brands or products in foreign coun-
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tries. Finally, the addition of export firms' margins on the
cost of products reduces the competitiveness of these goods in
overseas markets.
From the above discussion, small aluminium manufacturers
clearly cannot export if they do not rely on these export firms'
marketing assistance. However, mere reliance on indirect export-
ing often limits small manufacturers' growth in export sales.
Hence some sort of direct exporting is needed for their expansion
and development.
Distribution channels in local market
So far, only the distribution channels for overseas
markets have been discussed. In the local market, the aluminium
manufacturers employ a simpler set of channels. Again, more
than 70 percent of the extrusions and nearly all rolling-mill
products are directly sold to local fabricators and industrial
firms.1 But some standard sized extrusions are also available
to small local fabricators through retailing metal suppliers.
One large extrusion plant in Hong Kong itself possesses five
distribution centres over the Hong Kong area.
Some of the large aluminium utensil manufacturers have
one or two wholesalers responsible for distributing their pro-
ducts to local department stores and other retail outlets,
whereas the others sell directly to department stores. The
architectural fabricators often undertake the erection of their
products, such as windows and doors, on site.
LThese estimates are based on survey findings,
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Physical Distribution
All aluminium products of Hong Kong are transported by
sea and not by air because of low value in relation to the weight
and bulkiness of the products--such as extrusions, sheets, and
hollowares.
Aluminium extrusions and sheets are very often con-
ventionally shipped instead of transported in containers. This
is because the major markets for the products are South East
Asia and the Middle East, where specialized port facilities for
handling containers may be absent.
Using standard containers for shipment of aluminium
utensils overseas have become the usual practice, except when the
destinations do not have such handling facilities. This way of
shipment has the advantages of offering protection against pil-
ferage and damage, and faster delivery.
The fluctuation of freight charges is one of the pro-
blems faced by the aluminium industry. During 1975 there were
several increases in freight rates announced by various shipping
conferences for different sea-routes. This means increases in
the cost of products exported to the overseas markets and re-
ductions in the competitiveness of these products.
Sales Promotion
Promotion is an important marketing function and serves
as communication between seller and buyer. Basically it aims
at informing, persuading or reminding the customers about the
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company's marketing mix as well as the company itself.I
1. Integrated promotion activities which refer to
those activities sponsored by Government agencies--
such as the Hong Kong Trade Development Council (TDC)
and Hong Kong Productviity Centre--and other public
non-business trade organization.
2. Private promotional activities which are undertaken
by the manufacturers themselves or through the joint
efforts of manufacturers and the export houses.
Integrated promotion activities
The Hong Kong Trade Development Council (TDC) plays an
important role in promotion activities. The Council has the main
responsibility of promoting and developing Hong Kong's overseas
trade with particular attention to exports.2 At present, it
operates with fifteen overseas offices in the major foreign
markets of Hong Kong. The functions of these overseas offices
include promoting trade between the respective regions and Hong
Kong, supplying trade information to Hong Kong manufacturers
and exporters, handling trade enquiries from overseas customers,
publicizing Hong Kong-made products and facilitating contacts
between foreign importers and Hong Kong manufacturers and export
firms. They also provide Hong Kong traders with information about
trading conditions and export opportunities in their market areas.3
E. Jerome McCarthy, Basic Marketing, 4th ed. (Illinois:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1971), p. 514.




Hence the Council greatly helps in improving the exports of
Hong Kong-made products, including aluminium utensils, and
expanding Hong Kong's export markets. The Council organizes
extensive promotional activities overseas each year. They are
usually in the form of participating in a large number of
general and specialized trade fairs and organizing trade missioni
to major existing overseas markets and other potential ones such
as the Middle East and East Europe. The Council's trade publi-
cation, Hong Kong Enterprise, enjoys wide circulation overseas
and is an important medium for introducing Hong Kong products
to foreign markets. Other non-business trade organisations--
such as the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce and the
federation of Hong Kong Industries--also help in trade promotion
of Hong Kong products by sponsoring trade missions jointly with
the Hong Kong Trade Development Council (TDC) and transferring
trade enquiries from overseas customers to manufacturers.
The survey shows that the only extrusion plant that
exports its products does not participate in the TDC's trade
missions or fairs, nor does it advertise in the TDC's publi-
cations. This is because the Council's publications mainly
aim at promoting consumer products, and overseas buyers usually
regard Hong Kong as only a good supplier of light consumer pro-
ducts-- such as garments, toys and electronic products--and not
industrial products. The plant depends solely on its own pri-
vate promotional activities, although there are occasions when
it obtains orders through the Hong Kong General Chamber of
Commerce. Similarly, the rolling mills also do not participate
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in these integrated promotion activities. On the other hand,
four large aluminium utensil manufacturers interviewed regularly
(the frequency of participation varies from once a year to three
times a year) take part in some trade fairs such as the Cologne
International Houseware Fair in West Germany and advertise
occasionally in the TDC's publications. Some also participate
in the TDC's similar future activities for promoting sales of
aluminium utensils as well as for knowing more market information.
In general, their opinion on the TDC's contribution to the indus-
try is that the Council has been energetic in improving the
image of Hong Kong-made products and promoting the products of
major industries but other than participating in trade fairs
and missions and advertising in Hong Kong Enterprise, nothing
much has been done by the TDC in respect to fostering sales of
aluminium utensils. Overseas market information concerning
aluminium products is also not much available.'
None of the small manufacturers in the study have parti-
cipated in the TDC's trade missions and fairs, although some of
them know the usefulness of the participation in these activities.
A few of them do occasionally have joint advertisements with
their associated export firms in-Hong Kong Enterprise. Perhaps
the reason for their inactive participation can be illustrated
by the following comment of a small manufacturer interviewed:
1This was obtained through personal interviews with the
aluminium ware manufacturers.
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"I know that participation in the TDC's trade fairs and
missions are useful in obtaining orders. But the
expenses involved are too great. Also I am too busy
to leave the factory for long, and there is no other
one in the factory who can represent me for negotiating
prices and confirming orders. Furthermore, the factory
has not many products available for display in these
trade fairs.
Hence only large aluminium ware manufacturers can
participate in the missions and fairs, and benefit from the
joint marketing endeavour.
Private promotion activities
One large extrusion plant has sales offices in Singapore
and the Middle East. In these markets, sales promotion is
entirely handled by the offices, which include contacts with
buyers by sales representatives and advertisements in local
magazines and newspapers whenever there will be any large con-
struction projects in the near future. For other overseas
markets, the plant sometimes advertises in certain magazines
circulating in South East Asia., such as the Far Eastern Economic
Review. The marketing manager of the plant also visits various
major markets each year to review the market situation as well
as the demands of customers and to be aware of any major com-
plaints from buyers.
The rolling mills do not pay much attention to pro-
motion. No advertisements are used. In fact, the orders are
usually obtained through correspondence and come from usual
overseas customers.
Large aluminium utensils manufacturers often send sales
representatives to the U.S.A., and Europe regularly. However,
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the main purpose is to attend the TDC's trade fairs and missions.
Reviewing the overseas market situation and improving trade
relationships with regular customers are only regarded as minor
purposes of the sales missions. They usually do not promote
their products through mass selling except for occasional adver-
tisements in TDC's publications. Only two aluminium utensil
manufacturers interviewed have agents or branch offices in
certain overseas markets to have better contacts with buyers
and help in promoting sales in these areas.
Except for a few small manufacturers who occasionally
advertise jointly with their usual exporters in the TDC's
publications and other journals, most of them do not take pro-
motion seriously. The usual ways of obtaining orders are com-
munication with overseas customers through correspondence and
personal contacts with the local export firms.
None of the manufacturers interviewed engage in any
joint promotion with others, except for certain export firms.
Most of them spend less than one percent of the cost of export
sales on advertising, with the exception of only one large uten-
sil firm which spends about three percent.
In the local market, personal selling is used for all
sectors of the industry, and nearly all large manufacturers and
a great number of small ones advertise in the yellow pages of
the telephone directory. However, only a very limited number of
firms also promote their products through other local mass media--
such as in newspapers.
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Pricing Strategy
Price is another important variable of marketing, which
can affect both a firm's sales and profits. The administration
of prices must be consistent with other marketing policies about
the products, channels of distribution as well as sales pro-
notion.
Price policy
In general, there are many factors affecting the price
policy of an industrial firm. The major ones are cost of raw
materials, kinds and quantities of products manufactured, labor
wages, and degree of competition between local firms and that
in export markets. All manufacturers interviewed employ a
variable-price policy in export sales--that is, prices are
ultimately determined through negotiations with overseas buyers.
The reason for this policy is that it provides the manufacturers
with flexibility in making adjustments for competitive conditions
as well as the demands for the products. In fact, most of the
large and small companies interviewed usually use a cost-plus
method of setting prices, with the profit margin being adjusted
for the actual market situation. The cost of the product include
raw material costs, direct labor cost, and overhead expenses.
A certain percentage mark-up is added on the cost to give a price
Price competition
Small aluminium manufacturers often consider low prices
as an important weapon for attaining orders. Although large
industrial firms also treat the prices of their products as a
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significant factor in obtaining orders, they visualize other
variables--such as quality of products and reliability of prompt
delivery--as affecting their sales in a more essential way.
Therefore the large companies generally are not so price
conscious. Price competition between the large manufacturers
is also not as keen as that between the small factories. This
is because the large manufacturers have direct exports con-
stituting a high percentage of their total exports and usually
have old established customers, who are willing to pay higher
prices for products of better quality. For the small manu-
facturers, since their sales are mostly made through export
houses, which tend to search for the cheapest prices quoted,
serious price competition often arises. There are cases when
the competition is so serious that it drives prices well below
the required costs of production. Therefore the small firms
successful in bidding the orders find difficulties in making
the products with the specified quality. This results in
either the manufacturers suffering loss or products being in-
consistent with the stipulated specifications and quality.
The latter case definitely causes bad impression of both Hong
Kong aluminium products and Hong Kong products as a whole with
overseas customers.
Some large firms also used low price strategy when
having excess capacity or trying to penetrate a certain market




In recent years, the prices of aluminium products has
increased at an average rate of about 15 percent a year. How-
ever, the rises in cost of production including wages and raw
materials cannot be entirely covered by these price increases.
Consequently, the profit margin has generally decreased in the
past three years.l
Each type of product has its own unique cost structure,
depending on the exact production processes involved. Three
general cost structures of extrusions, sheets and aluminium
utensils given by the manufacturers interviewed are shown in
Figure 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Because of the adoption of a
flexible price policy, the profit margin also varies for
different products, types of customers and at different times.
An approximate profit margin given by a leading manufacturer
is about 10 percent. For aluminium utensils, foreign importers
usually have about 100 percent mark-up on the C.I.F. values of
the products, and retailers again charge another 100 percent
mark-up on the importers' prices.2
Export Financing
The commercial banks in Hong Kong play the most im-
portant role in helping the Hong Kong manufacturers and ex-
porters to finance their exports. Sales of merchandise to over-
This information was obtained from personal interviews
with aluminium ware manufacturers.





























seas buyers are generally handled on the basis of either export
letters of credit or drafts.
A letter of credit is a formal document issued by a bank,
on behalf of the buyer, authorizing its corresponding bank to
accept a draft presented by the exporter named in the letter of
credit to the extent of a certain amount which would be guaranteed
by the issuing bank. This method of obtaining payment affords the
highest degree of protection for the exporter except for cash in
advance. It is because the manufacturers can negotiate the letter
of credit by presenting the required documents to the corresponding
bank and will get the payment if he complies with the stipulated
terms of the letter of credit. The type of letter of credit most
commonly used in Hong Kong is an irrevocable letter of credit
issued by a foreign bank and confirmed irrevocably by a local
corresponding bank.-
A draft is a formal order issued by the exporter on the
foreign buyer. The draft allows shipping documents to be released
to the drawee--that is, the foreign buyer-- according to the drawer's
instructions, either upon acceptance of the draft if documents are
to be delivered against acceptance by the drawee (designated as
a D/A draft), or upon payment of the draft if documents are to be
delivered against actual payment or against promise of payment at
a certain time by the drawee (designated as a D/P draft).
In the aluminium industry, letters of credit are most
often used by the companies for direct exporting. Most of the
large manufacturers interviewed usually have about 70%- 80%
of their direct export sales being financed by letters of credit
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especially for new foreign customers or those with unsatisfactory
credit status. The rest of the sales are financed by D/A or
D/P drafts. Only two large companies in the study finance more
than 60 percent of their sales using D/A and D/P drafts. Nearly
all the small firms finance their direct sales by letters of
credit, which enable the firms to obtain payment soon after the
delivery of goods for shipment. When the firms export their
goods through export houses, they usually obtain payment within
a week after cargo deliveries. Hence, although the small manu-
facturers' working capital is much dependent on fast turnover
of their inventories, they usually do not have much export
financing problems. The same applies to the large firms, which
can easily obtain short-term loans from local banks in financing
their working capital and export sales, except for the usual
risks of giving credits prevalent in export trades. The large
manufacturers, which also use drafts in export financing, often
face the risks of overseas customers' non-payment on D/A drafts
and non-acceptance on D/P drafts in case the foreign market
situations turn out to be unfavourable.
Hong Kong Export Credit Insurance
Corporation (ECIC)
This corporation was established in 1966 under an
ordinance of the Hong Kong Government with an initial paid up
capital of $10 million. In March 1974, an additional $10 million
of capital was granted by the Government to meet the growing
liabilities undertaken by the Corporation. Its insurance policies
protect Hong Kong's exporters against losses arising from the
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inability of overseas buyers to pay for goods shipped and
services provided. The risks such as bankruptcy, default, and
transfer blockage or war, resulting in non-payment are therefore
covered.1
The most common policy provided by the ECIC is the
Comprehensive Shipments Policy, which extends for one year and
covers all the D/A and D/P drafts of a policy-holder. A policy-
holder is required to submit a list of exports on D/A and D/P
drafts to the ECIC each month. The premium charged depends on
the types of drafts, length of credits used, the credit standing
of the buyers and the overseas markets concerned, and is paid
on a monthly basis. The compensation given by the ECIC is 90
percent of the total loss and the policy-holder has to absorb
the other 10 percent.2 This provision of only 90 percent cover-
age is to encourage exporters to evaluate their customers'
credit standing carefully when granting credits to them. The
ECIC also provides policy-holders with other services--such as
supplying information about the credit status of prospective
customers as well as specialized economic and marketing infor-
mation on the countries interested.
Despite the good facilities provided by the ECIC, only
a few large aluminium utensil manufacturers buy export credit
insurance on their products shipped overseas. This is because
'Hong Kong 1976 (Hong Kong: Government Press, 1975), p. 21.
In July the maximum percentage of indemnity granted
by the Corporation was increased from 85 percent to 90 percent,
as mentioned in Hon Kong 1976, p. 22.
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most companies trade with foreign customers based on letters
of credit. D/A or D/P drafts are only used for well-established
customers. A few manufacturers have sales offices overseas and
can more effectively collect bad debts that may arise. The small
manufacturers have a great portion of their exports through
export houses, and export credit insurance is not needed. How-
ever, although the ECIC does not provide any financial assistance
with the insured manufacturers, the policies from the Corporation
can be effectively made payable to-the order of banks whereby
bill purchasing facilities of the banks can be granted to the
insured manufacturers. The banks are more willing to issue
drafts for them and grant better credit facilities to these
firms, which consequently become better equipped for financing
exports.
Generally speaking, the Hong Kong aluminium manufacturers
are usually conservative in granting credits to foreign buyers.
Although the use of letters of credit ensures prompt payment
and safeguards the manufacturers against bad debts, excessive
insistence on using them often loses orders from the buyers who
are reluctant to finance their purchases by means of letters of
credit. Actually, effective use of credits, based on information
obtainable from local banks and the ECIC about the prospective
buyers, can be a vital instrument in export marketing.
In the local market, aluminium products, including ex-
trusions, sheets and domestic utensils, are usually sold to
regular manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers on credit. The
length of credit varies from 30 days to 60 days, depending on
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the customers' credit standing and amount of products sold, but
usually it is 30 days. For new customers, pay on delivery is a
usual practice.
Marketing Research
Marketing research is broadly defined as the gathering,
recording and analyzing of all facts about problems relating to
the transfer and sale of goods and services from manufacturer
to consumers,1 It is, in short, the examination of potential
products and uses in search of market opportunities.2 Market
surveys are usually of two kinds--those undertaken by pro-
fessional firms and those carried out by firms' own staff.
In the aluminium industry, none of the industrial firms
interviewed employ any professional firms for conducting
scientific marketing research work. The main reason for not do-
ing so, as given by most manufacturers, is that this type of
research is very expensive. Also, the large firms usually do
not pay much attention to undertaking their own informal surveys.
In fact, where such surveys are carried out, they are only a
by-product of sending their staff overseas to participate in
trade fairs and missions. Hence these surveys are only limited
to certain overseas markets and cannot supply detailed market
information with regard to the customers' needs and preferences.
1Harper W. Boyd, Jr. and Ralph Westfall, Marketing
Research: Text and Cases (Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 1970),
p.4.
2Lee E. Preston, The Search for Market Opportunities,
The Hong Kong Manager, May/June, 1967, p. 14.
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However, these companies very often regard these informal
surveys as being sufficiently useful for their business purposes.
The small manufacturers do not undertake any informal surveys at
all. They rely entirely on the export houses for second-hand
market information.
With increasing competition from other developing
countries, more professional as well as proper informal market
surveys are needed for furnishing the firms with updated first-
hand information for marketing their products efficiently and
effectively. The firms should also fully utilize any general
market information obtainable from the Hong Kong Trade Develop-
ment Council and other trade organizations, which sometimes
undertake surveys overseas.
Joint Ventures
A foreign joint venture is a business enterprise in which
two or more economic entities from different countries finan-
cially join together and cooperate in managing the enterprise on
a permanent basis.l
In the Hong Kong aluminium industry, there is only one
joint venture formed by a Chinese aluminium ware manufacturer
and an Australian aluminium producer. This joint venture has
become the largest manufacturer of the industry and produces
extrusions and fabricated architectural structures. The ad-
E. J. Kolde, International Business Enterprise (New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968), p. 260.
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vantages of the joint venture on tae part of local Chinese manu-
facturer are the attainment of improved technological know-how
in manufacturing processes, guaranteed supply of aluminium raw
materials, better designs and financial resources, and new over-
seas markets. The Australian partner also has the advantages
of knowing the local customs and conditions, and a sure market
of aluminium billets.l
Besides the joint ventures, there are also one or two
foreign companies in Hong Kong producing aluminium products.
One of them is a Japanese firm fabricating aluminium window and
door sashes.
The shortage and high price of industrial land has been
one of the reasons for the few joint ventures and foreign alu-
minium firms in Hong Kong. The aluminium industry is a medium
heavy industry and requires much space for efficient production.
At present, the Hong Kong Government is energetic in attracting
foreign investment in manufacturing industries by undertaking
industrial investment promotion in the form of missions to
Australia, Britain and the United States, and following a modi-
fied industrial land policy. In future, more aluminium joint
ventures and foreign companies are hoped to be established in
Hong Kong to generate additional employment, raise the general
technological level of aluminium ware production, and bring in
new markets.
IPersonal interview with Mr. Richard B. Chan, Sales
administrator of Chiap-Hua Comalco Limited.
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Tariffs and Other Restrictions
Fortunately, the Hong Kong aluminium products exported
are not subject to any non-tariff trade restrictions--such as
import quotas--imposed by overseas importing countries,' nor
are there any expected by the local aluminium manufacturers in
the foreseeable future. The products are now only subject to
tariff restrictions.
Hong Kong is a contracting party of the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Virtually the only restrictions
maintained on trade are those required by international obli-
gations. Hence Hong Kong enjoys most-favored-nation tariff rates
of GATT members. Furthermore, Hong Kong is regarded as a develop-
ing country and included in the Generalised Preference Schemes
of the European Economic Community (EEC), Japan, and the U.S.A.
Therefore Hong Kong aluminium products, which are not on the
exclusion lists of these various schemes, enjoy low tariff rates
on entering these developed countries.
The tariff rates on Hong Kong aluminium products depend
much on both the importing countries and the types of aluminium
products imported. The tariff rates for the U.K. and other EEC
countries, Canada, the U.S.A., Australia and Jordan in 1976 are
shown in Table 9. Since Hong Kong is a British Colony, and
Canada and Australia are Commonwealth countries, the Hong Kong
aluminium products entering Canada and Australia enjoy the Common-
wealth Preferential Tariffs.
1Personal interview with Mr. Y. W. Liu, Trade Officer of
the Hong Kong Commerce and Industry Department.
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TABLE 9
TARIFF RATES OF COUNTRIES INDICATED ON
HONG KONG ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS IN 1976
Other EEC
Australia JordanU.S.A.CanadaCountriesU.K.Descriptions
15.0%Free 14 .0%Wrought bars, rods, angles, 11.2% 12 .0% 9.5%
shapes, and sections of
aluminium aluminium wires
Wrought plates, sheets and 11.2% 12.0% Free 2.0 per lb. 15.0% 8.0%
strips of aluminium
Tubes pipes blanks of 11.2% 12.0% Free 0.6 per lb, 15 .0% l4oO%
aluminium hollow bars of
aluminium
Tubes pipes fittings of 8.0% 8.0% Free 0.6 per lb. 19.0% 14.O%
aluminium
Structures parts of 8.0% Free7.5% 0.6j per lb. 19.0% 14 .0%d
structures of aluminium
Articles of a kind commonly 8.4% 8.0 17.5% 1.7 ' per lb. 19.0% 28.0%
used for domestic purposes, + 8.5%
sanitary ware for indoor
use and parts of such articles
and wares of aluminium
Source: Hong Kong Commerce and Industry Department
Notes: The. tariff rates are quoted in percentages ad valorem except for U.S.A. where some rates arein US cents per lb.
aFor door and window frames, the tariff rate is 28% ad valorem.
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On the other hand, Hong Kong aluminium products have
faced heavy tariff restrictions imposed by some Southeast Asian
countries, such as Indonesia. As a result, the exports of alu-
minium extrusions and sheets have been affected because these
countries are among the major markets for extrusions and sheets.
This also prompts the establishment of Hong Kong branch factories
in these countries by some leading aluminium manufacturers in
Hong Kong. These branch factories manufacture aluminium pro-
ducts for their own local markets without importing them from
Hong Kong.
As previously mentioned, the Hong Kong aluminium in-
dustry is very fortunate to have no foreign import quota
restrictions because other industries--such as textiles, gar-
ments and footwear--experience such restrictions from countries
like the EEC and the U.S.A. The exemption from these import




THE PRESENT MARKET SITUATION OF THE INDUSTRY
This chapter analyses the export performance as well as
the export market structure of Hong Kong aluminium products.
International competition in the overseas markets from other
countries is also discussed. The following discussion is mainly
based on the secondary data obtained from various import and
export. trade statistics of Hong Kong and other foreign countries--
such as U.S.A., Australia, United Kingdom and Japan. The primary
data gathered from the survey are also sometimes used.
The Export Performance of the
Hong Kong Aluminium Products
Recent export performance of the
manufacturers interviewed
From the survey, it is found that about 50 percent of
the aluminium extrusions and plates manufactured are exported to
the overseas markets, whereas the percent of domestic utensils
produced by various manufacturers for export markets fall within
the range of 80%- 99%. Most of the rolling mills primarily
supply sheets and plates to their own factories for producing
utensils, and only the excess production capacity of the mills
is utilized for meeting any overseas orders. The reason given
by most of the utensil manufacturers for producing primarily
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for export markets is that the utensils are not very suitable for
this limited domestic market. In fact, a few large manufacturers
once tried to explore the local market but were unsuccessful.
The seasonal sales fluctuation throughout the year is not
great as compared with other industries--such as toys and gar-
ments industries. The peak periods of the year are not very
distinct, but are usually somewhere in spring and autumn when
the buyers place orders for goods to be sold during the summer
and Christmas sales. Before the 1973-75 economic inflation and
recession, the overseas customers of domestic utensils used to
place large orders twice a year--that is, in spring and autumn--
and keep the stock themselves. They also set the delivery
schedules for the orders, which were usually enough to keep the
factories busy in producing steadily throughout the year. How-
ever, in the last three years, the buyers have tended to place
short-term orders and require prompt delivery. Therefore some
firms have faced the problems of uncertain orders and of pro-
duction scheduling. Overtime, which often leads to high cost
of production and sometimes lowers the product quality, may be
required. In fact, except for a few large manufacturers, most
factories claimed that in about 1972 and the first half of 1973
their export sales reached the peak and began to decrease,
reaching the lowest sales volume in the second half of 1974.
During this recession, some firms experienced a drop of about
25 percent in sales from that in 1972, but some had even a greater
decline in sales volume. In late 1975, the sales volume of most
factories began to rise slowly again.
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The demand for the extrusion products is much affected
by the construction industry activity in overseas markets, whereas
that for the sheets, circles and plates depends greatly on the
demand for the aluminium utensils--such as cookware--by the over-
seas final consumers. Both the construction industry and the
purchasing power of the final consumers are certainly subject to
the influence of the prevalent general economic conditions.
Since household wares are semi-durable consumer goods, during
recession, people are not willing to buy new utensils to replace
the old ones. Hence the sales of utensils will certainly be
affected by a bad economic situation.
Evaluation of the general export
performance of the Hong Kong
aluminium products based on
trade statistics
Since 1965, the annual export values of Hong Kong
aluminium products have been increasing (as shown in Figure 5).
In 1974 the total export value of aluminium products was up to
$102.5 million, an increase of 28.5 percent over 1973's cor-
responding figure. Over the period 1970- 1974, the average
share of aluminium products in Hong Kong's total exports was
about 0.42 percent. The actual share each year falls within
the range of 0.40%- 0.46% (as illustrated in Table 10). The
little fluctuation in the share indicates that the exports of
the aluminium industry have grown at about the same rate as that
of the whole Hong Kong industrial sector. However, as shown in
Table 11, since 1973, the growth rate of the industry has de-
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TABLE 10
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS









1974 102.5 174.3 0.43
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics (Hong Kong: Government Press), 1970-1974.
Note: 1This includes the products belonging to the commodity
groups with the following SITC codes:
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Note: aThe growth rate for 1975 is estimated
using the total export values for the
first eight months of 1974 and 1975•
1The growth rate for the Nth year
Exports for Nth year- Exports for (N-l)th year
Exports for (N-l)th year
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first half of 1975. This is probably due to the impact of the
bad economic recession which drastically decreased the demand from
some overseas buyers for the products. Despite the absence of
Hong Kong export price index or quantity index for estimating the
export values of Hong Kong aluminium products in real terms, it is
possible that in 1974 the total physical export volume actually
began to drop. Consequently, it is possible that the 28.5 percent
increase in 197L's export value of aluminium products over 1973's
corresponding value was attributable to price increases of the
exports, resulting from the rises in production costs, particular-
ly raw materials such as aluminium ingots and billets. Never-
theless, the increased demand of the Middle East countries, which
were immune from the recession, for Hong Kong's aluminium industrial
products may have accounted for 1974's advanced export value.
These countries were actually absorbing production which in other
circumstances would have been sold in the Hong Kong domestic market.
In effect, in the face of a domestic recession, the local industry
probably became more export-oriented.
Analysis of the exports of the
Hong Kong aluminium products
by types of production
Aluminium products can be grouped into three major types--
extrusions, plates and sheets, and domestic utensils--based on the
type of manufacturing process involved. The domestic utensils
often constitute the major portion of the total exports of aluminium
products. In the first half of 1975, this share amounted to 59.3
percent of the total aluminium export value (as illustrated in
Table 12). The extrusions and plates more or less equally share
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TABLE 12
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM EXTRUSIONS,1
PLATES2 AND DOMESTIC UTENSILS BY VALUE
FROM 1971- 1975 (HK$ MILLION)
Jan.-Aug. 19751971 1972 1973 1974
Items
Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total
Aluminium
9.42 15.93 10.96 17.74 18.39 23.05 25.61 24.98 11.18 19.31extrusions
12.69 21.47 7.64 12.36 13.92 17.45 22.89 22.33 12.38 21.38Aluminium plates
Domestic utensils
of Aluminium 37.01 62.60 43.20 69.90 47.47 59.50 54.02 52.69 34.35 59.32
Total 59.12 100.00 61.80 100.00 79.78 100.00 102.52 100.00 57.91 100.00
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics (Hong Kong:
Government Press), 1971-1975.
Note: 1Aluminium extrusions refer to commodity groups of the following SITC codes:
684211, 684212, 684213, 684250, 691201, 691202.
2Aluminium plates refer to the commodity group of SITC code 684220.
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the rest of the exports. Similarly, the domestic utensils also
account for a major portion of aluminium exports in terms of
weight, but the share is not so pronounced as compared with that
in terms of value (as shown in Table 13).
In regard to the growth rate for each category of products,
both the annual exports of the extrusions and plates fluctuated
rather greatly during the period 1964- 1972, but they began to
increase steadily from 1972 to 1974 (as shown in Figure 6), re-
sulting partly from the increased demand of the Middle East for
the products. Another reason for this is that the decreased
demand for domestic utensils caused a drop in the use of aluminium
sheets by the local factories. Consequently more sheets and plates
were exported overseas, with some to the branch factories located
in the Southeast Asia and the remaining to other overseas manu-
facturers. On the other hand, although the annual exports of the
domestic utensils in value increased quite steadily over the whole
period of 1964-74, the actual amount of utensils exported has
probably decreased since 1973, and the apparent increase in export
value was mainly due to the increased prices of the utensils be-
cause of inflation. Figure 7 shows that the quantity of utensils
in weight leveled off in 1973 and decreased in 1974. However, it
is interesting to note that similar patterns exist for the exports
of the industrial goods in both value and quantity. In the first
half of 1975, the export values of all the three groups of products
did decrease greatly from 1974's corresponding values. The growth
rate figures of the products are illustrated in Table 14.
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TABLE 13
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM EXTRUSIONS,1
PLATES2 AND DOMESTIC UTENSILS QUANTITY
FROM 1971- 1975 ('000 CWT)
Items
1971 1972 1973 1974 Jan.-Aug. 1975
Quan Quan Quan Quan Quan
tity of Total tity of Total tity of Total tity
of Total tity of Total
Aluminium
25.12 15.87 28.56 19.30 51.64 26.22 65.85 29.40 28.23 24.55extrusions
Aluminium
59.75 37.74 37.05 25.04 63.06 32.02 78.91 36.34 40.70 35.40plates
Domestic
utensils of
73.47 46.40 82.38 55.67 82.22 41.75 74.40 34.26 46.04 40.05aluminium
Total 158.34 100.00 147.99 100.00 196.92 100.00 217.16 100.00 114.97 100.00
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics (Hong Kong:
Government Press), 1971-1975.
Note : 1Aluminium extrusions refer to commodity groups of the following SITC codes:
684211, 684212, 684213, 684250.
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TABLE 14
GROWTH RATES OF HONG KONG EXPORTS OF
ALUMINIUM EXTRUSIONS,1 PLATES 2 AND
DOMESTIC UTENSILS BY VALUE
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 aItems
Aluminium
-9.3 16.3 67.7 39.3 -33.5
extrusions
-23.3 -39.8 82.2 64.4 -30.0
Aluminium plates
Domestic utensils
16.2 16.73 9.9 13.8 -6.2
of aluminium
Notes: 1 Aluminium extrusions refer to commodity groups of the
following SITC codes:
684211, 684212, 684213, 684250, 691201, 691202.
2 Aluminium plates refer to the commodity group of SITC
code 684220
aThe growth rates for 1975 are estimated using the total
export values for the first eight months of 1974 and 1975.
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Analysis of the exports of Hong
Kong aluminium products by
commodity groups
There is a total of eight commodity groups of products,
and six of them can be grouped as extrusion products. Aluminium
angles, shapes and sections were the most important extrusion goods
exported in 1974 (as shown in Table 15), and other extrusion pro-
ducts exported only accounted for a small percentage. The growth
rates of various commodity groups tended to fluctuate drastically
during the period of 1971- 1974. In the first half of 1975, all
the product groups showed rather large decrease in export sales,
except for aluminium bars and rods which increased by 191.7%
over 1974's corresponding value. The growth rates for the pro-
ducts from 1971 to 1975 are presented in Table 16.
The Export Market Structure of the
Hong Kong Aluminium Products
Although there are more than one hundred countries
importing the Hong Kong aluminium products, different commodity
groups of products tend to have different major overseas narkets.
The export market structure for each group of products is dis-
cussed in the following sections.
Aluminium extrusion products
The market structure for the extrusion products is
characterized by the fact that the major markets often change
from one year to another. The demands for the products from most
of the markets tend to fluctuate widely, except for a few countries
like Singapore. Some countries may import great amounts of a
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TABLE 15
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS
BY COMMODITY GROUPS FROM 1971 TO 1974
(HKS THOUSANDS)
Commodity Grops
1971 1972 1973 1974
Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total
Al bars, rods 653.2 1.10 602.0 0.97 734.8 0.92 100.1 0.10
Al angeles, shapes,
sections 6,280.0 10.62 8,182.1 13.24 15,045.8 18.86 22,826.6 22.27
Al wire 420.3 0.68 356.6 0.58 314.9 0.40 884.0 0.86
Al tubes, pipes,
blanks, hollow bars 477.8 0.81 992.8 1.61 736.9 0.92 513.0 0.50
Finished structural
parts of Al 14.1 0.02 47.3 0.08 181.9 0.23 - -
Window & door frames
of Al 1596.0 2.70 782.4 1.27 1,371.8 1.72 1,286.8 1.26
Al plates, sheets &
strips 12,691.7 21.47 7,641.3 12.36 13,923.3 17.45 22,893.6 22.34
Domestic utensils of
Al 37,005.9 62.59 43,198.5 69.90 47,467.3 59.50 54,020.0 52.69
Total 59,120.9 100.00 61,802.9 100.00 79,776.7 100.00 102,524.1 100.00




GROWTH RATES OF HONG KONG EXPORTS OF THE
ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS BY COMMODITY GROUPS
IN PERCENTAGE FROM 1971 TO 1975
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975aCommodity Groups
105.70 -7.83 22.10 -86.37 191.70Al bars, rods
Al angles, shapes,
-4.70 30.30 83.90 51.70 -28.80
sections
153.00 -11.40 -11.70 180.70 -67.60Al wire
Al tubes, pipes,
blanks, hollow
125.90 107.80 -25.80 -30.40 -98.50bars
Window & door
-44.00 -51.00 75.30 -6.19 -92.20frames of Al
Al plates, sheets,
-23.30 -39.80 82.20 64.40 -30.00
strips
Domestic utensils
16.20 16.73 9.90 13.80 -6.20
of Al
Note: a The growth rates for 1975 are estimated using the total
export values of each commodity group for the first eight
months of 1974 and 1975.
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certain product in one year but import nothing in the following
year. The market structure for each commodity group of extrusion
products are shown in Appendix II.
Aluminium bars and rods
In 1973 and 1974, China was the greatest market, import-
ing 94.19 percent and 66.25 percent of the total amounts exported
from Hong Kong respectively. However, in the first eight months
of 1975, China did not import any of bars and rods at all. On
the contrary, United Arab Emirates did not import any of the pro-
ducts in 1973 and 1974, but it imported 97.52 percent of bars and
rods exported from Hong Kong in 1975.
Aluminium angles, shapes and sections
Singapore has been a major market for this type of pro-
ducts and in 1975, the Middle East countries like Jordan, Kuwait
and United Arab Emirates also became major markets and imported
57.4 percent of the products.
Aluminium wire
Nigeria, Indonesia and Singapore have been the major markets
during the period 1973- 1975, although the importance of Indonesia
is decreasing. These three countries in total imported about 70
percent and 67 percent of the products in 1974 and 1975 respectively
Aluminium tubes, pipes, blanks
and hollow bars
In 1973 Taiwan was the only market for the products. In
1974 although there were four markets, Taiwan still imported
about 93 percent of the total amount exported from Hong Kong.
However, in the first eight months of 1975, Taiwan did not pur-
chase any such products from Hong Kong. Instead Indonesia and
Mauritius became the greatest markets.
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Aluminium window and door frames
In 1973 and 1974, U.S. Oceania was the greatest market for
the frames, but in early 1975, it was no longer an important market.
Instead, Burnei and Somaliland became the major markets in 1975.
The above discussion obviously shows that the markets for
these industrial extrusion products are not steady, and the demands
of these countries depend very much on their construction industry.
If some large construction projects are to be undertaken in a
certain country, then the demand for these extrusions may increase
radically, and the country may then become a major market.
Aluminium plates, sheets and circles
In early 1975, there were thirty-one countries importing
aluminium sheets and plates from Hong Kong. The first ten major
markets, together with their amounts imported, are shown in Appendix
III. During the period of 1970- 1974, the United Kingdom was the
greatest market, but in the first eight months of 1975, it only
imported about 6 percent of Hong Kong's products. In 1975 the
major markets were the U.S.A. and the two Middle East countries--
Yemen Arab Republic and People's Democratic Republic of Yemen which
imported about 50 percent of Hong Kong's exports in this classifi-
cation. It seems that the Middle East countries are becoming
important markets for Hong Kong's aluminium industrial products.
Aluminium domestic utensils
Over ninety countries imported the Hong Kong's aluminium
domestic utensils in 1974. According to the manufacturers inter-
viewed, the products sold in the advanced countries usually fall
within the medium price range, whereas those exported to the deve-
loping countries--such as those in Africa, the Middle East, and
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Central and South America--are probably within the low price range.
For example, cookwares with PTFE non-stick finish are mainly ex-
ported to the advanced countries, and those with polished or
anodized finish are exported to the developing countries.
Despite the large number of overseas markets for the pro-
ducts, the first eight major markets consumed about 80 percent of
the total amount of utensils exported from Hong Kong. Over the
period of 1971- 1974, the U.S.A. was the greatest market for the
utensils, but its leading position has been deteriorating. In 1971
the U.S.A. accounted for 46.6 percent of Hong Kong's total exports
of utensils, whereas in the first eight months of 1975, it only
consumed 15.6 percent of the exports. Hence a drastic drop in
utensils shipment to U.S.A. was registered. In the first eight
months of 1975, the United Kingdom became the largest overseas
market (as shown in Appendix IV), and the eight major markets in the
order of importance were: the United Kingdom, the U.S.A., Japan,
West Germany, Australia, Canada, Papua_ and New Guinea, and Singa-
pore. In the past few years, the percentages of Hong Kong's total
exports of utensils to these major markets, except for the United
Kingdom, the U.S.A. and Canada, have been continuously increasing,
especially for West Germany and Japan, which are probably the
potential markets for Hong Kong's medium priced aluminium utensils.
The other markets of the Hong Kong's utensils can be
grouped into:





4. Central and South America, and
5. Asia, excluding Japan and Singapore.
The percentages of Hong Kong's exported utensils to these five
regions are shown in Appendix V. Among these five regions, Middle
East countries became the most significant markets for Hong Kong
utensils in the first eight months of 1975, especially Iran, Saudi
Arabia and United Arab Emirates. The next relatively important
region was Western Europe, excluding West Germany and United King-
dom. However, it only accounted for 4.36 percent of the exports.
The small amount of imports into these West European countries
may be due to the lack of well-established business connections
between Hong Kong exporters and West European buyers.
It is also noted that up to now no Hong Kong aluminium
products have ever been exported to the East European countries.
This may be explained by political reasons as well as the absence
of established business relations between Hong Kong exporters and
the importers of these countries.
Competition In Overseas Markets
Hong Kong aluminium products have been experiencing
competition in overseas markets from other countries, especially
developing countries such as Taiwan. This section reviews the
state of international market competition, using both primary
and secondary data available.
Aluminium extrusion products
According to a large extrusion manufacturer interviewed,
the Hong Kong's major competing countries are Taiwan, Japan and,
to a small extent, the Philippines. The competition has mainly
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focused on pricing. Both Taiwan and Japan have large aluminium
ingot plants as well as secondary processers (rolling mills and
extrusion plants). In Taiwan, the largest ingot plant. is nation-
alized, thus enabling a guaranteed supply of ingots for manu-
facturing other aluminium products. In 1974 Taiwan's total pro-
duction output of aluminium ingots was 31,320 metric tons.1 The
lower ocean freight rates for Taiwan's products, resulting from
Government's subsidization, also make the products more competitive.
Since the products are basically homogeneous, the Hong Kong ex-
trusion plants should also place more emphasis on other factors
to maintain their competitiveness in overseas markets. These
factors include the maintenance of well-established business re-
lations with overseas buyers, improvement of quality of the pro-
ducts, and assurance of prompt and punctual delivery.
Aluminium plates, sheets and circles
For the aluminium rolling mill products, Japan and Taiwan
have also been the Asian competitors of Hong Kong in the South-
east Asian countries and the U.S.A. Appendix VI shows the import
market structures of the U.S.A. in 1970, 1972 and 1973. Belgium
has been the greatest foreign aluminium sheets supplier of the
U.S.A. The next important one was France, which was then fol-
lowed by Japan. In 1973 Japan and Taiwan had a market share of
10.9 percent and 0.47 percent respectively, whereas Hong Kong
had only 0.1 percent. This shows that the Hong Kong products
were less competitive than those of Japan and Taiwan in the U.S.A.
1Industry of Free China (Republic of China: Economic
Planning Council) Vol. 45, No. 1, January 1976, p. 98.
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In the Middle East and African markets, China and the
U.S.S.R. are also competitors of Hong Kong with regard to alu-
minium plates and sheets. The prices of these countries' pro-
ducts are very low. According to a leading sheet manufacturer
interviewed, their prices may even be lower than the cost of
production of Hong Kong's products. This may be due to the
different economic and political structures of these two coun-
tries. Fortunately, their supply of sheets is not very great
because of their great domestic consumption of the products.
Because of their homogeneity in nature, the Hong Kong's
sheets and plates are confronted with much more keen competition
than aluminium utensils in overseas markets. Since the Hong
Kong's rolling mills have smaller production capacity than those
of Japan and Taiwan, the cost of production is higher. As a
result, the Hong Kong's sheets and plates are not competitive
as far as prices are concerned. Hence, as in the case of ex-
trusions, other factors--such as good quality and services pro-
vided--should be stressed.
Aluminium domestic utensils
Japan was once a strong competitor of Hong Kong alu-
minium utensils, but it is no longer important now because Japan
has switched its attention to producing other products of higher
technology--such as electronics products. At present, the main
foreign competitors of Hong Kong in the major overseas markets
are Taiwan and South Korea. In order to evaluate the competi-
tiveness of these two countries in Hong Kong's major markets.
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the import market structures of four countries--the United
Kingdom, the U.S.A., Japan and Australia--are examined. The
market share of Hong Kong's aluminium utensils changes from
one country to another and falls within the range of 15.0%-
38.9% in 1974.
1. United Kingdom
In 1972 Hong Kong was the greatest aluminium utensil
supplier of this market, with a market share of
42.2 percent (as shown in Appendix VII). However,
Hong Kong's share has been decreasing during the
period of 1972- 1974 while the EEC, the second largest
supplier, was gaining importance. Finally in 1974
it replaced Hong Kong's leading position. Neverthe-
less, the United Kingdom is still the largest market
for the Hong Kong aluminium utensils. In this market,
both Taiwan and South Korea have very small market
shares as far as utensils are concerned, and are not
strong competitors of Hong Kong.
2. U.S.A.
In 1973 this market was dominated by four countries
(in the order of importance)--Taiwan, Hong Kong,
France and Japan (as illustrated in Appendix VIII).
Originally, in 1970 Japan was the largest aluminium
utensil supplier of the U.S.A., but its market share
was gradually taken away by Taiwan. In fact, Hong
Kong's share was also slightly affected by Taiwan.
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On the.other hand, South Korea only accounted for
3.25 percent of the U.S.A.'s imports in 1973 and
was therefore not an important competitor of Hong
Kong in this market. However, since the shares of
Taiwan and South Korea were increasing during the
period, it is highly probable that they will exert
increasing pressures on Hong Kong's products.
3. Japan
During the period of 1973- 1974, the Japanese market
was dominated by South Korea, with a market share of
24.6 percent in 1974. The ten major utensil suppliers
of Japan, together with their market shares are shown
in Appendix IX. In 1974 Hong Kong's market share was
15.0 percent whereas that of Taiwan was only 4.3
percent. This shows that South Korea is a more
important competitor of Hong Kong than Taiwan in this
market. Hong Kong's share also greatly increased
during these two years, whereas those of South Korea
and Taiwan slightly declined. Hence Hong Kong has
the probability of becoming a more important supplier
of Japan.
4. Australia
In 1972 and 1973 the United Kingdom accounted for
42.9 percent of Australian imports of aluminium
utensils and became the greatest supplier. The
market shares of Hong Kong and Taiwan were 16.3 per-
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cent and 5.6 percent respectively. South Korea was
not important in this market at that time (as shown
in Appendix X.
From the import structures of these four major markets
of Hong Kong, it is observed that Hong Kong aluminium utensils
were still competitive, with market shares being higher than
those of Taiwan and South Korea in the United Kingdom and
Australia. This was also suggested by most of the local alu-
minium utensil manufacturers interviewed. Although Taiwan and
South Korea have lower cost of production because of lower
wages and rentals, the designs and quality of their products
are still somewhat behind those of Hong Kong's. They also still
concentrate on manufacturing products of low price range. How-
ever, it is important to note that Taiwan and South Korea's
aluminium industries are greatly supported by their governments,
and they are very energetic in improving the product designs
and quality standards. Therefore, unless the Hong Kong manu-
facturers also pay more attention to product development and
design for manufacturing more sophisticated products and to
marketing their products efficiently, it is difficult to pre-
dict whether three years from now, the Hong Kong aluminium pro-




THE EXPORT SALES FORECASTING OF THE
HONG KONG ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS
Evaluation of the Competitiveness
of the Hong Kong Products
During the past ten years, the nominal gross domestic
product (GDP) per capita (at current market prices) of Hong Kong
has been increasing rapidly, as shown in Table 17. The nominal
GDP per capita in 1974 was HK$7,965 with an increase of 214.1
percent over that in 1964. In order to eliminate the inflation
effect, the real GDP per capita can be obtained by using the
following formula:-
Nominal GDP Per Catita
Real GDP per capita= x 100
General Consumer Price Index
The real GDP per capita obviously increased more slowly than the
nominal GDP per capita did. In fact, the real GDP per capita in
1974 was HK$4,246, in terms of 1963-64 dollars, showing an increasE
of 74.2 percent over that in 1964. This implies that during the
period between 1964 and 1974, production output or productivity
per capita has increased by 74.2 percent. In regard to workers'
wages, the real wage index (as given by the following formula)
had a trend average rate of increase of 5.9 percent over the
previous year, from 1964 to 1972.
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TABLE 17
NOMINAL GDP/CAPITA, GENERAL CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, REAL GDP/CAPITA, NOMINAL
AVERAGED DAILY WAGE INDEX, AND REAL AVERAGED DAILY WAGE INDEX, 1964- 1974
RealNominalGeneral
Averaged AveragedRealConsumerNominal











190 145130.81971 3, 9375,149
209 151138.81972 5, 896 4,248
238 145164.01973 4,4377,276
260187.6 1391974 4,2467 ,965*
Source: (i) Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Estimates of
Gross Demestic Product, 1961-73 (Hong Kong: Government
Press, 1975)
(ii) Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong




Real daily wage index (including fringe benefits)
nominal daily wage index (including fringe benefits)
x 100
General Consumer Price Index
However, owing to the high inflation of 20-plus percent during
the period of 1973 and 1974, the real wage index has decreased
during those years at an average rate of 4.0 percent as shown in
Figure 8. Hence industrial workers benefited progressively in
terms of value of the wages they received until the second half
of 1973 when the cost of living began to increase at a higher
rate than the wages did. Nevertheless, in 1974 the real wage
index showed an increase of 44.8 percent over the 1964 figure.
Since the payments to the factors of production are primarily
composed of labor wages, rent of land, cost of capital and pro-
fits,1 and capital cost has not undergone great changes during
this period, the following deduction can be obtained:
(1) for the closed economy of Hong Kong: during the period
between 1964 and 1974, the profits and rents may have in-
creased by more than 74.2 percent because real wages did
not increase at that rate.
(2) for the open economy: during this period, profits and
rents may have increased by more than 74.2 percent or the
export prices of Hong Kong products in real terms may have
declined.
What has been discussed above applies to the aluminium industry
as well as other industries of Hong Kong. Most of the aluminium-
'Alfred W. Stonier and Douglas C. Hague, A Textbook of
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ware manufacturers interviewed claimed that in the past three
years, they have been experiencing rapid increases in the cost
of production caused by the rise in the cost of raw materials,
labor wages and other expenses. Although the export prices of
their products have also increased, owing to competition, the
increase cannot entirely cover the rise of production costs.
This implies that the profit margin has decreased and the man-
facturers themselves have to absorb part of the increasing costs.
This situation is also reflected by the changing pattern of the
real wage index during the past ten years or so. Before 1972,
when the real wages were rising, probably the profits were
rising faster than real wages, or export prices were really
declining in real terms. The manufacturers are willing to in-
crease wages only when their business is good and generating
greater profits. However, from 1973 onwards, when the real
wages (per capita) were declining, probably the profits were
declining at a faster rate than the real wages. The manu-
facturers are certainly reluctant to pay more wages when their
business yields less profits. Although no price index of Hong
Kong exports is available, it is reasonable to believe that the
prices of Hong Kong exports increased not as rapidly as the
prices of the consumer products in Hong Kong's local market.
Therefore Hong Kong exports probably became competitive in the
world markets over the period of 1964- 19740
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Determination of the Influential Factors of
the Exports of the Hong Kong Aluminium
Products Using Multiple Regression
Analyses
The quantity of aluminium products demanded by foreign
markets (QD) is probably a function of many variables such as
the prices of the products, the disposable incomes of final
consumers, the taste of the final customers for the products,
the prices of the possible substitutes for the products, and
the population of the foreign markets. The quantity of alu-
minium products supplied by local manufacturers (QS) is also a
function of several influential variables such as the prices of
the products, capital cost, labor cost and rental cost. In the
case of equilibrium, the quantity demanded is expected to be
equal to the quantity supplied i.e. QD= QS. The true under-
lying determinants of the equilibrium quantity are world income,
taste for the products, population, capital cost, labor cost,
and rental cost.
To find out which of the above factors are most signi-
ficant in accounting for the quantity demanded (QD), multiple
regression technique was employed. Using this technique causes
a problem which needs to be solved before any such analysis
can actually be undertaken. The technique requires the use of
quantifiable independent variables for analysis. However, the
taste of the final consumers for the aluminium products is a
variable that is difficult to be quantified. Accurate data on
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the world income of all the foreign markets, capital cost and
the rental cost are hardly available. As the population of the
foreign markets is likely to vary with time, year can be used
as a variable instead. The labor cost can be represented and
illustrated by the real daily wage index for the industrial
workers of Hong Kong (including fringe benefits).
For the convenience of analysis, the various product
groups are classified into the following three classes, based on
their uses and methods of production:
(1) Bars- which includes the product groups with SITC codes
684211, 684212, 684213, 684250, 684260, 691201,
691202. Hence this class consists of aluminium
rods, sections, tubes and pipes that are manu-
factured by extrusion process, and aluminium window
and door frames, together with other finished
structural parts.
(2) Plates- this is the product group with SITC code 684220,
which includes aluminium plates, sheets and strips.
(3) Domestic utensils- this is the product group with SITC
code 697230, consisting of aluminium
domestic utensils.
The first two classes are made up of industrial products while
the last one mainly includes consumer products.
Initially, the annual export figures of each of the three
classes of products were used in multiple regression analysis as
dependent variable with the real wage index of Hong Kong and
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"year as the two independent variables. However, based on the
analysis results (as shown in Table 18),1 the coefficients of
determination for the cases of Bars and Plates are only 0.760
and 0.773 respectively. Since this statistic measures the pro-
portion of total variation in the dependent variable that is
accounted for by changes in the two independent variables, the
regression equations thus obtained may not be very useful. In
the case of domestic utensils, the coefficent of determination
is much higher and has a value of 0.982. But the high correlatio
of the independent variables, real wage index and year, which
amounts to 0.934, shows the presence of multicollinearity. This
implies that the regression equation obtained is also not
suitable for forecasting purposes. Furthermore, in the case of
domestic utensils, the strong time trend has outweighed the
influence of the real wage index variable, whereas in cases of
bars and plates, strong time trend is not present, and real wage
index variable is significant.
In order to determine how the export figures of the three
classes of products are correlated with Hong Kong's annual total
exports, and world exports (quantity index), multiple regression
techniques were used, treating each class of products as a
function of Hong Kong's annual total exports, and as a function
of world exports separately. Despite occuping a very small
portion (less than 1 percent) of Hong Kong's annual total export
3The computer outputs or all the multiple regression
analyses mentioned are shown in Appendix XI.
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TABLE 18
RESULTS OF THREE MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES USING REAL WAGE INDEX OF
HONG KONG AND YEAR AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES, AND BARS, PLATES AND
DMTIC UTENSILS AS SEPARATE DEPENDENT VARIABLES
Independent variables: (1) Real wage index of Hong Kong
(2} Year
Dependent Variables
Bars Plates Domestic utensils
111011Sample size





2,36 0.55(1) Real wage index 3.82
(2) Year 8.194.733.80
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figure, the annual export values of aluminium domestic utensils,
which are consumer products, have a very high correlation with
both Hong Kong's annual total exports and world exports. On
the contrary, the other two classes of products, which are
industrial products, are less correlated with Hong Kong's total
exports or world exports. This is especially true for aluminium
plates (as shown in Tables 19 and 20).
Another set of multiple regression analyses were made,
using the following two groups of independent variables:
A. (1) Real wage index of Hong Kong
(2) World Labor Productivity Index
B. (1) Real wage index of Hong Kong
(2) World Labor Productivity Index
(3) Year
Owing to the lack of the data, only five observations were avail-
able in the analyses. The analysis results appear in Tables 21
and 22. In both cases, aluminium domestic utensils and bars
show a high coefficient of determination, whereas aluminium
plates have a much lower value. In the case of aluminium bars,
the world labor productivity index is more significant than the
real wage index of Hong Kong in accounting for the export values.
However, in the case of aluminium plates--although the real wage
index is relatively more significant than the world labor pro-
ductivity index--both of them are actually not significant in
accounting for the export values. For aluminium domestic uten-
sils, the real wage index is more significant than the world
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TABLE 19
RESULTS OF THREE MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES USING HONG KONG'S ANNUAI
TOTAL EXPORT VALUE AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, AND BARS, PLATES' AND
DOMESTIC UTENSILS AS SEPARATE DEPENDENT VARIABLES
Independent variable: Hong Kong's Annual Total Export value
Dependent Variables
Bars Plates Domestic Utensile
111011Sample size




T statistic of the Hong Kong's
19.102.29annual total export value 5.36
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TABLE 20
RESULTS OF THREE MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES USING WORLD EXPORT (QUANTITI
INDEX) AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, AND BARS, PLATES, AND DOMESTIC UTENSILS
AS SEPARATE DEPENDENT VARIABLES












RESULTS OF THREE MULTIPLE REGRESSIODEXAAS5INDEPENDENTHVARIABLES, AND BARS,
KONG AND WORLD LABOR PRODUCTIVITY
PLATES, AND DOMESTIC UTENSILS AS SEPARATE DEPENDENT VARIABLES
Independent variables: (1) Real Wage lnaex o l thong r_uile,




222No. of independent variables
0.9910.6400.923Multiple correlation coefficient
0,9820. 4100.852Coefficient of determination
2.6821.8353Durbin-yWdatson d statistic 3,5453
T statistic of:-
2.240.5,2.73(1) Real Wage Index of Hong Kong
1.370.13(2) World Labor Productivity Index 3.25
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TABLE 22
RESULTS OF THREE MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES USING REAL WAGE INDEX OF
HONG KONG, WORLD LABOR PRODUCTIVITY INDEX AND YEAR AS INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES, AND BARS, PLATES, AND DOMESTIC UTENSILS AS SEPARATE
DEPENDENT VARIABLES
Independent variables: (1) Peal Wage Index of Hong Kong





3No, of independent variables 33
0,9920.8590.983Multiple correlation coefficient
0.984Coefficient of determination 0.966 0 ?38
2.228k 2.22842.2284Durbin-Watson d statistic
T statistic of:-
(1) Real Wage Index of Hong Kong 0.08 1.24 0.41
2.91(2) World Labor Productivity index 1.05 0.02
(3) Year 1.84 1.12 0.26
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labor productivity index. In all three cases of aluminium bars,
plates and domestic utensils, the independent variable year
tends to reduce the influence of the Hong Kong's real wage index
because of the high correlation between them.
Based on the analysis results so far obtained, the
following deduction can be made:
The annual export values of aluminium domestic utensils
are much more closely related to Hong Kong's total export figures
than those of aluminium bars and plates. Hence aluminium con-
sumer products--such as domestic utensils--are mainly manufactured
for exporting to foreign markets, whereas aluminium industrial
products including bars, rods, plates and sheets are manufactured
primarily for domestic uses. In fact, the manufacturers of bars,
rods and sheets generally pay less attention to marketing their
products than those of domestic utensils. The export sales of
bars and sheets are not as important as those of domestic uten-
sils to the aluminium manufacturers. For aluminium bars and
plates, no independent variables so far discussed are significant
and suitable for predicting their export performance. On the
contrary, for aluminium domestic utensils, the real wage index
of Hong Kong and year are the two most significant variables
for accounting for their export performance. However, these two
variables are highly correlated with each other.
In order to use the most significant variable for pre-
dicting purposes, multiple regression analysis was again employed
using year, and the real wage index of Hong Kong separately as
independent variable and aluminium domestic utensils as dependent
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variable. The results are shown in Table 23. Since the variable
"year" shows a higher coefficient of determination of 0.982 than
the real wage index of Hong Kong does (0.839), the variable "year"
is more significant in contributing to the change in export per-
formance of aluminium domestic utensils. It should also be noted
that for the case when yeari' is used as independent variable,
the Durbin-Watson d statistic is 0.9746. At the 2.5 percent
significance level for 1 independent variable and 11 observations,
du= 2.814-du= 1.19
4-dI= 3.17dl= 0.83
Since d1<d<dU, there may be positive autocorrelation1 in this
multiple regression analysis, suggesting that the relationship
between the exports of aluminium domestic utensils and time may
be non-linear. Hence another multiple regression analysis was
made, using again the annual exports of aluminium domestic
utensils as dependent variable, and "time" and "time squared"
as independent variables. The results of the analysis are
summarized in Table 24. The coefficient of determination is
0.996 and the Durbin Watson d statistic is 1.9433. At the 2.5
percent significance level for 2 independent variables and 11
observations,
4- du= 2.61du= 1.39
4- d1= 3.29dl= 0.71
1Based on extrapolation of Durbin-Watson d statistics
in Jan Walter, Elliott, Economic Analysis for Management Decisions
(Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1973), pp. 53-56.
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TABLE 23
RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSES USING DOMESTIC UTENSILS AS DEPENDENZ
VARIABLE, AND YEAR, AND REAL WAGE INDEX OF HONG KONG AS SEPARATE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Dependent variable: Domestic Utensils
Independent Variables
Real Wage Index of Hong KongYear
1111Sample size







RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS USING
DOMESTIC UTENSILS AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, AND
TIME AND TIME SQUARED AS INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES
Dependent variable: Domestic Utensils
Independent variables: Time and Time Squared
11Sample size




T statistic of Time 6.63
T statistic of Time Squared 4.96
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Since du d 4-du, there is no autocorrelation in the analysis.
Hence the relation between the exports of aluminium domestic
utensils and time is probably a second degree polynomial
equation. The underlying factors accounting for the increase
of the export values over time are probably the inflation and
the steady improvement in the competitiveness of Hong Kong's
products, which also tend to have high correlation with time.
With the key factor affecting the exports of aluminium
domestic utensils known, time series analysis can be used in
obtaining reasonably accurate forecasts of the future exports.
Sales Forecasting By Time Series Analysis
Time series analysis refers to those statistical techniques
used when several years' data for a product or product line are
available and when the relationships and trends are both clear.l
The purpose of the analysis is to determine a suitable
trend equation for predicting the future export performance of
Hong Kong aluminium domestic utensils, with the seasonal pattern
of fluctuations taken into consideration.2 In the analysis, the
quarterly export values of domestic utensils for the period of
1964- 1974 were adopted for computation. Figure 9 shows that
the quarterly export data obviously hold a non-linear relationship
with time. Among a number of typical forms of curvilinear trend
1John C. Chambers, Satinder K. Mullick, and Donald D.
Smith, How To Choose The Right Forecasting Technique, Harvard
Business Review, July-August 1971.
Please refer to the Appendix XII for the brief discussion
on the time series analysis.
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FIGURE 9
QUARTERLY EXPORT FIGURES OF ALUMINIUM DOMESTIC UTENSILS
(HK$ MILLION)
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equation, a second-degree polynomial equation is found by the
previous section to be more suitable for this analysis. The
equation used is in the form of:
The detailed computation is shown in Appendix XII. Basically
the process involves the calculation of the coefficients a, b
and c of the trend equation by least-squares method, and the
determination of the seasonal indexes. Using the equation, the
projected values of the quarterly export values for the period
1975-1977 are obtained as follows:
Projected Export Values of Aluminium








The projected annual export values of aluminium domestic uten-
sils for 1975, 1976 and 1977 are HK$62.4 million, HK$70.6 million
and HK$79.4 million respectively. Figure 10 shows the fitting
of the curvilinear trend equation to the data and the extra-
polation of the trend to the year 1977. In using the projected
results of an analysis, it is important to be aware of the
Y = a + bx + cx 2
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FIGURE 10
TIME SERIES ANALYSIS QUARTERLY EXPORT FIGURES















1964 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 Year
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assumptions and limitations of the analytical techniques used.
The following are the major limitations present in this time
series analysis:
1. Since the analysis is mainly based on the historical
data of ten years, it assumes that the existing
patterns will continue in the future. This assumption
is more likely to be right over the short term than
it is over the long term.
2. A non-linear trend equation has been used in the
analysis. Therefore it is important to note that
only a portion of the curve can be used to represent
the trend of the data. This again indicates the
inability of extending the curve far into the future.
In fact, the trend equation needs constant adjust-
ments as time goes by.
3. During the period of 1964- 1974, there must have been
some technological improvements leading to the advance
in both the quality and the diversification of pro-
ducts. Hence the kinds and combinations of the pro-
ducts in the commodity group Aluminium domestic
utensils have been undergoing changes over this
period. The alteration of kinds of products naturally
leads to certain change in the prices and the overseas
target markets.
4. Except for very obvious regular cycles, it is usually
difficult to predict the cyclical and irregular
fluctuations accurately. Therefore these two com-
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ponents are not included in the present analysis.
As Hong Kong is mainly export-oriented, its export
performance is very much susceptible to any slight
monetary and political changes in those foreign
countries which are important markets for Hong
Kong's exports.
The above list of limitations is by no means exhaustive, but it
reminds the users of this forecasted information of the fact that
the unexpected external political and economic changes can easily





The Hong Kong aluminium industry mainly consists of three
major sectors--aluminium ware fabrication, aluminium sheet rolling
and aluminium extrusion. There is no refinery of bauxite into
alumina, nor is there any production of aluminium ingots or billets
in Hong Kong. The aluminium industry probably began in the late
1940's, with only the aluminium ware fabrication sector at that
time. Then in 1949 the first sheet-rolling mill was established,
which started the development of the aluminium sheet rolling sector.
It was not until 1957 when the aluminium extrusion sector came into
existence. During the past ten years, the industry has experienced
continuous steady growth until the recent worldwide economic crisis
when some manufacturers encountered a drop in exports by about 20-
plus percent. In 1974 the total export value of aluminium products
was up to $102.5 million, an increase of 28.5 percent over 1973's
corresponding figure, whereas in the first eight months of 1975, the
export value of Hong Kong aluminium products decreased by 18.6 per-
cent from 1974's corresponding figure. It is possible that in 1974
the total physical export volume actually began to drop. The great
increase in 1974's export value might be attributable to price
increases of the exports, resulting from the rises in production
costs.
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Generally speaking, the aluminium industry is characterized
by a few large manufacturers, together with many small ones, and
by the high concentration of factories on the Kowloon side of Hong
Kong. This capital-intensive industry is of medium technological
level. Although the production processes involved in the three
industrial sectors are quite different, semi-automatic machinery
and equipment are widely used. The limited space and orders of
small batches of specified products often hinder the use of fully
automatic machinery and advanced mass production methods. Hence
production scheduling problems often arise.
The raw materials for the extrusion and sheet rolling
sectors are aluminium billets and ingots respectively, and are
usually imported from Canada, the U.S.A. and Australia. The alumi-
nium ware fabrication sector, which mainly consumes the aluminium
plates and extrusion products locally manufactured by the rolling
mills and extrusion plants, often faces delayed supply of their raw
materials. Furthermore, the whole aluminium industry experiences
the problem of fluctuating prices of raw materials.
Although the labor problem of the industry is less serious
than other industries, such as garments and electronics, and is
less pronounced during the recession period, shortage and high
turnover of labor often occur, due to inferior working conditions,
wage rate differentials between the aluminium industry and other
industries, and the small number of young people entering the
industry. Some manufacturers are also confronted with shortage of
skilled engineers and technicians.
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In general, most manufacturers interviewed, especially
those of small firms, are somewhat production-oriented and do not
have a marketing concept. The development of new designs and pack
aging is not common in the industry. Most firms usually produce
against their buyers' specifications and designs. The large firms
usually sell a great percentage of their products through direct-
exporting channels, whereas the small ones are still heavily
dependent on export firms for obtaining orders. Private promotion,
al activities are not often conducted by most local manufacturers
in overseas markets, and integrated promotional activities--such
as participation in the TDC's trade fairs and missions--are only
limited to a few major firms.
Price competition is keen, especially among the small
factories. Most of the small manufacturers interviewed usually
regard low prices as the most important weapon for obtaining
orders from export firms, some of which tend to search for the
cheapest prices quoted. This practice of bidding down the manu-
facturers' prices may result in driving prices well below the
required costs of production and in products being inconsistent
with the stipulated specifications and quality. This definitely
can create a bad image of both Hong Kong aluminium products and
Hong Kong products as a whole with foreign customers, and may sour
Hong Kong's overseas markets.
Export financing is largely made by letters of credit.
D/A and D/P drafts are less commonly used and only limited to a
few large manufacturers. Buying export credit insurance is also
not a common practice. Very little scientific market research is
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used by both large and small manufacturers. Although some large
firms occasionally conduct informal surveys, these surveys are
only treated as by-products of participating in overseas trade
fairs. At present, Hong Kong aluminium products are not subject
to any import quotas and enjoy low tariff rates of some countries
like the U.S.A., the European Economic Community, Japan, Canada
and Australia. However, they are also subject to heavy tariff
restrictions imposed by some Southeast Asian countries, such as
Indonesia.
About 50 percent of Hong Kong aluminium extrusions and
sheets, and 80%- 90% of aluminium domestic utensils are exported
to overseas markets. In fact, the domestic utensils often con-
stitute the major portion of Hong Kong's total exports of aluminium
products.
More than one hundred countries import Hong Kong aluminium
products, but different commodity groups of products tend to have
different major overseas markets. Although aluminium extrusion
products are mainly exported to Southeast Asian countries and the
Middle East countries, the major markets change frequently, with
widely fluctuating demands. At present, the U.S.A., the U.K. and
the Middle East countries are the great markets for aluminium
sheets and plates. In the recent two years, some Middle East coun-
tries have shown increasing demands for Hong Kong's aluminium
industrial products. However, the Hong Kong manufacturers of alumi-
nium extrusions and sheets have to be aware of the fact that
although there are considerable demands for their products from the
Southeast Asian and Middle East countries now, very few long-term
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natural markets exist for their industrial goods. In view of the
future demands for aluminium extrusions and sheets, the Middle
East countries can easily establish their own aluminium ingot
plants and rolling mills as well as extrusion plants so that they
do not need to import these products from abroad. In addition,
they may also put up import quotas to protect their own industry.
The heavy import tariffs imposed by Indonesia on aluminium indus-
trial products may be a symptom of the future desire of some South-
east Asian countries to follow such similar policy. Hence Hong
Kong aluminium extrusion plants and rolling mills need not devote
too much effort in developing overseas markets for their products,
unless they want to establish their own branch factories in these
markets. Instead, they are recommended to stress more on develop-
ing the local domestic market and to increase their production
capacity only to such an extent that the derived demand from the
development of the local aluminium ware fabrication sector can be
met. In fact, among various Hong Kong aluminium products, only
domestic utensils have large long-term natural overseas markets.
At present, aluminium domestic utensils are exported to
more than ninety countries. However, the first eight major markets--
the United Kingdom, the U.S.A., Japan, West Germany, Australia,
Canada, Papua and New Guinea, and Singapore--consumed about 80
percent of the exports. This indicates a high degree of market
concentration for the utensils. The household wares shipped to
advanced countries are usually within the medium price range, whereas
those for developing countries are often low priced products. Among
these eight major markets, West Germany and Japan have increasing
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demands for Hong Kong aluminium utensils and probably will continue
to be their great potential markets. It is also noted that up to
now no Hong Kong aluminium products have ever been exported to the
East European countries.
Hong Kong aluminium extrusion products and sheets are now
facing competition from those of Japan and Taiwan. In addition,
China and the U.S.S.R. are also competitors of Hong Kong because
their aluminium sheets are often much cheaper than Hong Kong's.
Taiwan and South Korea are the major foreign competitors of Hong
Kong in aluminium domestic utensils, especially for low priced
products, because of their advantages of lower costs of production
and freight rates. Relatively speaking, Hong Kong does not have
much production advantages with respect to sources of raw materials,
and costs of industrial land and labor for production. However,
Hong Kong does have some marketing advantages over Taiwan and South
Korea--such as better quality and design of products, more sophis-
ticated worldwide communication and marketing channels, well-
established contacts with overseas customers, favourable geographic
position, better equipped shipping and port handling facilities
and the readiness of Hong Kong manufacturers to serve overseas
customers. Owing to these marketing advantages, at present Hong
Kong's aluminium products are still competitive in overseas markets.
However, Taiwan and South Korea are improving their product quality
rapidly, and it is not surprising to note the increasing competi-
tiveness of their products in Hong Kong's major markets.
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Recommendations
Based on the survey findings and the analyses of the secondary
data, the following recommendations are suggested to the industry.
Need for a marketing concept
Since most aluminium manufacturers, especially those small
ones, are usually production-oriented instead of being marketing-
oriented, there is a great need for introducing a marketing concept
to the manufacturers. This can be accomplished with the help of
the Hong Kong Management Association, the Federation of Hong Kong
Industries and the Hong Kong Productivity Centres by offering
specially designed marketing courses.
Product development and differentiation
With the increasing competition from other foreign countries,
Hong Kong aluminium manufacturers should place more emphasis on
product research and development. Sophisticated products of better
quality and design are required to meet the needs of the final
consumers in those advanced countries and to maintain the Hong Kong's
market share in these major markets. For example, the aluminium
cookware manufacturers should stress more on improving the external
finish of the cookwares. Since these utensils are semi-durable
consumer goods and have become fashion items, new designs and
attractive color patterns of the coating are important in stimulat-
ing the demands of final consumers. With the increasing quality of
Hong Kong electrical components, the utensil manufacturers should
consider the production of more sophisticated electrical cookwares.
Similarly, the quality of the products exported to developing coun-
tries should also be improved in order to maintain their competi-
tiveness.
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Individual manufacturers should try to design their own
products instead of relying on buyers' designs. Product differen-
tiation is a useful way of avoiding or reducing competition among
local manufacturers as well as that with other foreign competitors.
Many Hong Kong manufacturers are afraid that their new designs may
easily be copied by others. However, they should be aware that
since March 1973, by virtue of copyright under the U.K. law as
extended to Hong Kong, any manufactured product in which originali-
ty of design is claimed and reasonably substantiated is automati-
cally protected from being copied by someone, for a period of 15
years.' In designing their products, manufacturers have to consider
the socio-economic and cultural background as well as the needs of
their target customers. For example, in the U.S.A., since a
majority of population belongs to middle income class, the manu-
facturers are recommended to design products catering to the needs
and preferences of this class of consumers. In order to further
diversify their product lines, aluminium utensil manufacturers are
advised to search for other types of products that can be manu-
factured in aluminium using similar production technology and
distributed through the present available marketing channels. It
is most important to note that product research and development
should be applied continuously to keep the products well adapted to
any changes in consumers' taste and preference and be closely
related to marketing research programmes, which should also be
undertaken continuously.
1Ismail Aladin, New Copyright Law Protects Designers,
The Hong Kong Manager, May/June 1975, pp. 26-27.
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Efficient packaging designs
Emphasis should also be placed on packaging designs,
especially for domestic utensils. Beside serving the purposes
of promoting and protecting the products, good packaging which
makes the best use of all the available spaces also enables the
manufacturers to ship their products at minimum freight charges.
This issue has become important because of the present situation
of high increases in freight rates.
Market diversification
Since about 80 percent of Hong Kong aluminium utensils
are concentrated in the eight major overseas markets, there is
a need for diversifying the markets to reduce the great depen-
dence of Hong Kong on these countries. Furthermore, the market
diversification helps in preventing these importing countries from
being stimulated to impose any future quota restrictions on
Hong Kong aluminium utensils. Attention should be paid to
promote sales in those underexplored markets--such as Western
Europe, excluding West Germany and the United Kingdom, the Middle
East, Central and South America, and Africa.
Countries in Western Europe--such as Sweden, Norway,
Belgium, France and Italy--are promising markets for utensils
that deserve further exploration because of their high pur-
chasing power and large population. Of the Middle East coun-
tries, Iran, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates are potential
markets for Hong Kong consumer and industrial goods. In order
to know about the market situation of these countries, Hong
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Kong aluminium manufacturers should participate in the Middle
East trade missions of the TDC and the Hong Kong General Chamber
of Commerce.
The East European countries are the major unexplored
markets for Hong Kong aluminium products. In the process of
market diversification, this group of countries with a population
over one hundred and seven million should not be neglected,
especially Poland, Hungary, East Germany and Czechoslovakia.
It is admitted that at present there are problems of foreign
exchange control, lack of domestic distribution channels, and
political problems. However, some of these countries have
recently begun to adopt more open trade policies. With the
great promotional effor of the TDC, there may be opportunities
for Hong Kong aluminium products when their economic and poli-
tical climates become more favourable.
With the increasing standard of living and the pur-
chasing power of local people, the local domestic market may
offer great market opportunities for the aluminium utensils.
As the people lead a more western style of living, the alu-
minium utensils will become suitable for them and receive their
greater acceptance.
Choice of suitable distribution channels
Those large firms which are already selling a majority
of products overseas through direct exporting are advised to
establish overseas branch sales offices or appoint overseas
commission agents for promoting sales, collecting orders, main-
taining close contacts with overseas buyers and gathering market
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information. The establishment of these offices or agents is
specially important for selling aluminium industrial products
because personal selling is most useful for promoting these
industrial goods. However, before making any such decision, the
manufacturers have to carefully evaluate the potential of the
market first.
Small manufacturers are recommended to use those distri-
bution channels that can avoid some local export firms' usual
practice of bidding down their prices, which may lead to the bad
consequences previously mentioned. Being limited in financial
resources, they may not afford to establish their own export
departments. However, small firms can combine together to organ-
ize joint export offices for handling export documentation and
procedures, surveying the overseas markets, soliciting orders
and promoting sales. These offices can be independent organ-
isations financed by the group of firms. Or a small factory can
employ an independent export-management firm for entirely handling
its exports. Such firms conduct business in the name of manu-
facturers and receive commissions for the services. All quotations
and orders are subject to the approval of manufacturers. Of
course these firms should be reliable and not disclose any business
secrets of their clients.
Prompt and punctual deliveries of products
The manufacturers should also try to maintain prompt and
punctual deliveries of products through better production sche-
duling and ready supply of raw materials, such as aluminium
sheets and extrusion products. The rolling mills have to under-
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stand that any delayed deliveries of their semi-finished products
to local manufacturers not only affect these firms' delivery sche-
dules but also affects the image of Hong Kong aluminium products
as a whole. Therefore this will indirectly have impacts on the
mills' own products.
Undertaking more promotion activities
The objectives of undertaking promotion activities are
primarily to create an image of a Hong Kong manufacturer as a
reliable supplier of good quality aluminium products with over-
seas buyers and to promote the products.
Large aluminium utensil firms are advised to partici-
pate not only more frequently in the TDC's trade fairs and
missions, but also to visit foreign trade exhibitions sponsored
by overseas countries. Furthermore, their sales offices or
commission agents overseas should also help in promoting the
products, by advertising in overseas mass media and maintaining
good personal contacts with major retailing outlets--such as
chain stores, department stores and discount houses. If the
firms do not have any branch offices or agents overseas, they
should send their staff abroad more frequently to visit customers
as well as to undertake some sort of market surveys.
The small manufacturers should also try to participate
in the TDC's promotional activities and to advertise more fre-
quently together with their export houses or with other manu-
facturers. Or they can let their export-management firms or
joint export offices previously mentioned handle the promo-
tional activities for them.
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Joint promotion activities with manufacturers of other
types of household wares--such as those of plastic and stainless
steel household wares--are recommended. In fact, the Hong Kong
aluminium ware sector can cooperate with other household ware
industries in sponsoring certain trade exhibitions overseas
and in the local market.
More marketing research needed
In order to develop their own successful products,
marketing research undertaken overseas in one form or another
is greatly needed. The manufacturers can employ professional
management consulting firms for doing the task or sending their
staff overseas to undertake market surveys. The surveys under-
taken by the TDC and other trade organisations may also be
useful for obtaining the general market information of overseas
countries.
Extending more credits to buyers
The manufacturers have been too conservative in extending
credits to overseas buyers. Letters of credit are mainly used
in export financing. However, some overseas importers may be
reluctant to finance purchases by means of letters of credit.
This reluctance is partly due to the charges and conditions
imposed by some foreign banks for opening letters of credit and
to unwillingness on the part of the foreign importers to have
their working capital tied up. In order to attract foreign
buyers, the goods have to be made available to overseas customers
on similar credit terms as granted by their own local suppliers.
This indicates the great need for extending credit to customers in
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international trade. Hence the aluminium manufacturers are
advised to finance their exports by D/A or D/P drafts whenever
feasible. In order to minimize the risks of extending credits,
export credit insurance should be bought for the cargo shipments.
Language training
Some small manufacturers interviewed know very little
English, which accounts for their great reliance on export firms
for orders. For large firms, communication in English is not
a problem, but they also face the language problem when they deal
with businessmen in Europe where English is not the predominant
language. For example, when a manufacturer participates in a
certain trade fair in West Germany, he has to employ a trans-
lator for promoting his products to German customers. The com-
munication will be much more efficient if he knows German him-
self. Hence manufacturers are advised to learn the languages
of their major markets themselves or send their staff to learn
the languages of the markets for which they are responsible.
Reorganisation of the Hong Kong
Aluminium Association
The Hong Kong Aluminium Association now only has a small
number of members and serves as a recreation organisation for
the members. This association needs to be reorganised into a
more efficient centralized organisation to include all the Hong
Kong aluminium manufacturers of the industry, to serve as a
channel of communication and cooperation between individual
factories, to undertake statistical work, and to collect and
disseminate useful market information to the members of the
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industry. The primary objective of the association should be
developing the aluminium industry as a whole.
Concluding remarks
The future development of the Hong Kong aluminium indus-
try relies much on how the manufacturers adopt the marketing
concept and other export marketing practice. In fact, the
efficient marketing of a product is concerned with determining
the right price for the right product to be sold to the right
place through the right promotion for the target market.' In
the present changing society, any marketing plans should be
regularly reviewed and revised in order to be adaptable to any
changing environment. The above suggestions are the recommended
actions to be taken for developing the whole Hong Kong aluminium
industry. When being applied to an individual firm, these
suggestions have to be separately examined and well blended
together according to the firm's needs, environment and resources.
H. Sutu, Marketing For Small-scale Industries In Hong
Kong (The Chinese University of Hong Kong, lg 9), p. 10.
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APPENDIX I
SAMPLING FOR MANUFACTURERS IN THE STUDY
SamplePopulation %Types of Manufacturers
80.0%Aluminium rolling-mills 45








The actual number of large aluminium ware manufacturers is
not available, but the number is estimated to be about ten.
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APPENDIX II
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM EXTRUSION
PRODUCTS TO THE MAJOR MARKETS
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APPENDIX II
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM BARS AND
RODS TO THE MAJOR MARKETS (HK$ THOUSANDS)
Jan. -Aug. 19751973 1974
Major Markets % %%
Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total
0.68U.S.A. 5.00










734.90 100.00 100.08 100.00 266.62 100.00
Total
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics (Hong Kong: Government Press), 1973-1975.
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APPENDIX II--ONTINUED
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM
ANGLES, SHAPES AND SECTIONS TO THE
MAJOR MARKETS (HK$ MILLION)
Jan. -Aue. 197519741973
Major Markets % %
Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total





0.74 3.24 1.45 13.64United Arab Emirates
3.20 21.26 0.63 2.76 0.04 0.38
Indonesia
2.19 14.55 5.10 22.34Japan
1,35 8,97 2.18 9.55 0.91 8.56
China
6.62 43.99 7.40 32.41 2.41 22.67
Singapore
1.18 7,84 2.68 11.74 1.17 11.01
Others
15,05 100.00 22.83 100.00 10.63 100.00
Total
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics (Hong Kong: Government Press), 1973-1975.
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APPENDIX II--CONTINUED
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM WIRE




Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total
9.28 2.95 11.46 1.30 19.40 9.49Guatemala
19.84 9.71Yemen Peo. Dem. Rep.
149.34 47.43 311.95 35.29 43.75 21.41Indonesia
21.27 2.41 15.85 7.76Philippines
37.63 11.95 69.45 7.86 29.77 14.57Singapore
32.46 10.31 176.75 19.99Ghana
31.75 10.08 219.51 2.83 63.18 30.92Nigeria
54.43 17.29 73.63 8.33 12.54 6.14
Others
314.89 100.00 884.02 100.00 204.33 100.00Total
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics (Hong Kong: Government Press), 1973-1975.
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APPENDIX II--CONTINUED
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM TUBES,
PIPES, BLANKS AND HOLLOW BARS TO THE




Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total
736.90 100.00 476.26 92.85Taiwan
2.50 0.49 3.79 52.00Indonesia
11.20 2.18Malaya
23.00 4.48 3.50 48.00Mauritius
376.90 100.00 512.96 100.00 7.29 100.00Total
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics (Hong Kong: Government Press), 1973-1975.
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APPENDIX II --CONTINUED
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM WINDOW AND




Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total
43.50 3.17 83.79 10.71Saudi Arabia
90.18 6.57 83.24 10.64Khmer Rep.
50.20 3.66 0.30 0.04Indonesia
2.54 0.33 8.58 16.49Brunei
104.53 7.62 65.64 8.39Singapore
12.51 24.04114.86 8.37Somaliland
10.43 0.76 18.35 2.35 5.43 10.44Seychelles
921.33 67.16 477.08 60.98 3.44 6.61U.S. Oceania
8.26 15.88Oceania n.e.s.
36.78 2.68 51.42 6.57 13.81 26.54
Others
1,371.81 100.00 782.36 100.00 52.03 100.00
Total
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade
Statistics (Hong Kong: Government Press), 1973-1975.
Note: Here "n.e.s." means "not elsewhere specified."
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APPENDIX III
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM PLATES1
TO THE TEN MAJOR MARKETS (HK$ MILLION)
Jan.-Aug. 11971 1972 1973 1974
% % % %Major Markets
Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total
0.21 1.51 0.20 0.87 2.62 21.16
U.S.A.
6.63 5.44 1.83 23.95 3.60 25.86 2.92 12.76 0.76 6.14
United Kingdom
0.02 0.26 0.11 0.79 1.21 5.29 0.29 2.34
Saudi Arabia
0.18 1.42 0.35 4.58 0.20 1.44 1.30 5.68 1.49 12.04
Yemen Arab Rep.
Yemen Peo. Dem.
0.03 0.39 0.01 0.07 0.12 0.52 1.78 14.38
Rep.
0.17 1.34 0.79 10.34 2.32 16.67 2.69 11.75 0.40 3.23Taiwan
0.10 0.79 0.11 1.44 0.22 1.58 1.69 7.38 0.23 1.86Indonesia
0.42 3.31 0.97 12.70 1.43 10.27 1.96 8.56Vietnam South
0.69 4.96 1.51 6.60 0.83 6.700.17 1.34Singapore
Rep. Eaire Kinshas 1.69 13.32 0.68 8.90 1.10 7.90 1.53 6.68 0.16 1.29
Others 3.33 26.24 2.86 37.43 4.03 28.95 7.76 33.90 3.82 30.86
Total 12.69 100.00 7.64 100.00 13.92 100.00 22.89 100.00 12.38 100.00
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong Trade Statistics (Hong Kong:
Government Press), 1971-1975.
Note: 1Aluminium plates refer to the commodity group of the SITC code 684220.
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APPENDIX IV
HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM DOMESTIC
UTENSILS TO EIGHT MAJOR MARKETS (HK$ MILLION)
Jan.-Aug. 19751071 1972 1973 1974
% % % % %Major Markets
Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total value of Totial
15.5816.58 5.3530.6915.93 33.5616.89 39.1017.25 46.61U.S.A.
1.51 4.402.84 5.262.78 5.861.87 4.331.61 4.35Canada
11.473.947.052.79 3.815.881.761.08Germany Fed. Rep 0.40 4.07
21.3117.6126.99 7.3212.81 9.5113.4624.89 31.16United Kingdom 9.21
14.732.68 5.061.27 9.985.390.560.240.350.13Japan
2.211.93 0.761.041.050.500.810.350.730.27Singapore
2.446.422.122.50 7.102.70 1.081.00 3.474.47Australia
2.06 0.93 2.712.072.15 0.98Papua New Guinea 0.87 2.35 0.93 3.81
17.25 20.5017.4616.94 15.326.27 8.296.62 7.04Others 9.32
100.00100.00Total 100.00 100.00 100.0034.3554.0237.01 47.4743.20




HONG KONG ANNUAL EXPORTS OF ALUMINIUM DOMESTIC
UTENSILS TO WESTERN EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST,




Value% of TotalValue% of Total








Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong
Trade Statistics (Hong Kong: Government Press), 1974,
1975.
Note: 1Here Western Europe excludes West Germany and United
Kingdom.
2Here Asia excludes Japan and Singapore.
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APPENDIX VI
MAJOR SUPPLIERS OF U.S.A.'S IMPORTS OF ALUMINIUM
PLATES, SHEETS AND STRIPS FOR 1970, 1972, AND
1973 (US$ MILLION)
1970 1972 1973
Suppliers % % %
Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total
2.262.35 6.43 7.658.40Canada 3.27
11.7717.01 39.8646.5614.67Belgium 37.64
21.136.2422.288.1419.27France 7.51
1.111.890.69 3.761.46West Germany 3.75
1.52 5.141.312.46 3.590.96Austria







Source: U.S. Foreign Trade, Imports Commodity By Country (U.S.




MAJOR SUPPLIERS OF UNITED KINGDOM'S IMPORTS
OF ALUMINIUM DOMESTIC UTENSILS FOR 1972,




Value of Total Value of Total Value of Total
29.2623.7114.95 857 992EEC 376
287 8.4711.56228 418France 9.07




28.941,249 98134.551,061Hong Kong 42.19
14.438.91 489190 3227.55U.S.A.
263142 7.7617.50 3.93Others 440
100 .00100.00 3,390100.002,515 3,615Total
Source: U.K.,Department of Trade and Industry, Overseas Trade
Statistics of the United Kingdom (London: Her Majesty's





MAJOR SUPPLIERS OF U.S.A.'S IMPORTS OF
ALUMINIUM DOMESTIC UTENSILS FOR 1970,
1972 AND 1973 (US$ MILLION)
1970 1972 1973
Suppliers % % %











Source: U.S., Department of Commerce, Imports Commodity By
Country (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office),
December 1970, December 1972 and December 1973.
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APPENDIX IX
MAJOR SUPPLIERS OF JAPAN'S IMPORTS OF
ALUMINIUM DOMESTIC UTENSILS FOR 1973














Source: Japan, Ministry of Finance, Japan Exports and Imports--




MAJOR SUPPLIERS OF AUSTRALIAN IMPORTS OF
ALUMINIUM DOMESTIC UTENSILS FOR 1971/72















Source: Australia, Commonwealth bureau or staLiszics, uverseas





THE COMPUTER OUTPUTS OF ALL THE MULTIPLE
REGRESSION ANALYSES USED
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13/54/52 23/01/76 ICL. 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XDS3/24
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA XYAO CUT OFF PARAMETER .100000E- 5
DEPENDENT VARIABLE BARS DEGREES OF PRPEDOM 8
INDEPENDENT VARLABLES
RWAGE YEAR
BEST FQUATION WITH 2 VARIABLES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION STANDARD COUEFIDENCE T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF ERBOF INTERVAL CORR CORRFLATION
RWAGE - 440.6507472 .186383E 3 2.36 -0.64 0.770 .205484E 9
YEAR 3930.5231014 .103452E 4 3.80 0.80 0.572 .339236E 9
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME CORR CORRELATION
PLATS 2.67 -0.71 0.939 .599090E 8
UTENS 3.70 0.81 0.959 .409406E 8
EXPOT







MUMBER OF FQUATIONS TRIED WIS 001
DURBIN-WATSON D STATISTIC = 0.9545
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14/09/27 23/01/76 ICL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XD3/24
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA XYZO CUT OFF PARAMETER 100000E-5
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PLATS DEGPEES OF PREEDOM 7
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
RWAGE YEAR
BEST FQUATION WITH 2 VARIABLES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION SLARDARD CONFIDENCE T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF FRROP INTERVAL CORR CORRFLATION
RWAGE - 432.367305 .113160E 3 3.82 -0.82 0.547 .118457E 9
YFAR 2959.8423658 .625526E 3 4.73 0.87 0.214 .161184E 9
VARIABLE NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME CORR CORRFLATION
BARS
0.26 0.10 0.880 .379733E 8
UTENS 0.35 -0.14 0.882 .376115E 8
EXPOT 0.60 0.24 0.886 .361835E 8
E.S.S .383907E 8
RESIDUAL FRROF .234188E 4
MULT CORR 0.879
INTERCEPT TERM -.576141000E 7
NUMBER OF FQUATIONS TRIFD WAS 001
DURBIN-WATSON D STATISTIC = 2.3107
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13/59/15 23/01/76
IGL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XDS3/24
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA XYZL OUT OFF PARAMETER
1000000E- 5
DEPENDENT VAPIALLE UTENS DIGPEES OF FRFEDON 8
INDEPENDENT VARIARLES
RWAGE YEAR
BEST EQUATIOR WITH ? VARIARIFS THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION STADAPA
COUFIDENCE T STAT PART MUITIPLE F S S
NAME COFFE ERROP D TERVAL
CURR COREFLATION
RAWAGE - 57.3105405 103346F 3 0.55 -019 0.991 386209E 8
YEAR 4699.9956701 573625F 3 8.19 0.95 0.916
349288E 9
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR
NAME
T STAT PART MULTIPLE F S S
CURR CORRELATION
BARS 3.70 0.81 0.997 125873E 8
PLATS 2.32 -0.66 0.995 210378F 8
EXPOT 3.41 0.79 0.997 139793E 8
E S S 371913E 8
RESIOUAL ERRAP 215613E 4
MULT CORR 0.991
INTERCEPT TERN -871784334E 7
NUMBER OF FOUATIONS TOIED WAS OUT




1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XDS3/24
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA XYZC CUT OFF PARAMETER 100000E- 5
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PLATS DEGPEES OF FREEDOM 8
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
EXPOT
BEST EQUATION WITH 1 VARIABIES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION STANDARD CONFIDENCE
T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF ERROR INTFRVAL CORR CORRELATION
EXPOT 0.4570952 199896E 0 2.29 0.63 0.000 198943E 9
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME CORR CORRELATION
BARS 2.47 0.68 0.823 545789E 8
UTENS 1.83 -0.57 0.769 690143E 8
RWAGE
3.20 -0.77 0.868 415274E 8
YEAR 1.24 -0.42 0.710 838602E 8
E.S.S. 102166E 9
RESIDUAL ERROR 357363E 4
MULT CORR 0.629
INTERCEPT TERM 7640.8651429
NUM BER OF EQUATIONS TRIED WAS 001
DURBIN-WATSON D STATISTIC 1.5668
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10/02/10 02/01/76 ICL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XDS3/2
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA XYZL CUT OFF PARAMETER .100000E-5
EPENDENT VARTAELF UTEAS PEGPFES OF EREEDON
INDEPFNDENT VARIABLFS
EXPOT
BEST FOUATIUN GITH 1 VAPIABIFS IN THF SFT
VARIABLFS IN THF REGRFSSION SET
VAR BEGRFSSION SIANDARO CONFIDENCE T STAT PART HUITIPLE F S S
NAME COEFF ERPGR INTERYAL CORR CORRELATIO
EXPOT 2.3868989 .125000E U 19.10 0.99 .217115E 10
VARIABLES NOT IN THF REGRESSION SET
VAR T STAT PART HULTIPLE F S S
NAME CORR CORBFLATION
BARS 1.57 -0.349 0.991 .399652F 8
PLATS 0.73 -0.25 0.989 .490366E 8
RWAGE 3.40 0.77 0.995 .214123F 8
YEAR 4.30 0.95 0.996 .157925E 8
E.S.S .527987E 8
RESIDUAL FRROR .241060E 4
MULT RORR G.3988
INTERCEPT TERN 2303.4731734
NUMBER UF FRUATIONS FEIED HAS OUT
DURBIN-WATSON D STATISTIC 1.2513
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20/10/16 05/01/76 ICL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XDS3/24
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA XYZC CUT OFF PARAMETER .100000E- 5
DEPENDENT VARIA6LF PARS DEGPEES OF FREEDOM 7
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
WEXPI
BEST FQUATION WITH 1 VAPIABIES IN THE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR PFGRFSSION STANDARD CONFIDENCE T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF ERROR INTERVAL CORR CORRFLATION
7.00 0.94 235832E 92WEXP I 119.5518422 .170795E
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S SVAR
NAME CORR CORRELATTON
PLATS 1.65 0.56 0.956 202410E 8
UT FNS 0.88 -0.34 0.943 261169E 8
RWAGE 3.31 -0.8O 0.978 104441E 8
YEAR 0 26 -0.11 0.936 291447E 8
EXPOT 0.67 0.26 0.940 274309E 8
E.S.S. 294809E 8
RESIDUAL ERROR .205221E 4
MULT CORR 0.935
11965.7392573INTERCEPT TERM
NUMBER OF FQUATIONS WAS 001
DURBIN-WATSON D STATISTIC 1.4292
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20/05/59 05/01/76 ICL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
XDS3/24
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA XYZC
CUT OFF PARAMETER 100000E-5
DEPENDENT VARIABLE PLATS
DEGPEES OF FREEDOM 7
INDEPENDENT VARIARLES
WEXPI
BEST EQUATIOR WITH 1 VARIABLES IN THE SFT
VARIABLES IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR REGRESSION STANDARD CONFIDENCE T STAT
PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF ERROP INTERVAL
CORR CORRELATION
WEXPI 15.8643028 242502E 2
0.65 0.24 0.000 630658E 8
VARIABLES NOT IN THE REGRESSION SET
VAR T STAT PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME CORR
CORRELATION
BARS 1.65 0.56 0.594 408049E 8
UTENS 0.75 -0.29 0.372
543620E 8
RWAGE 1.63 -0.55 0.590 411347E 8
YEAR 0.29 0.12 0.266 585977E 8
EXPOT
1.02 0.39 0.444 506105E 8
E.S.S. 594323E 8
RESIDUAL FRROR 291382E 4
HULT CORR 0.240
INTERCEPT TERM 9346.8066711
NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TRIFO WAS 001
DURBIN-WATSON D STATISTIC 1.9509
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20/06/21 05/01/76 ICL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XDS3/24
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA XYZC CUT OFF PARAMETER 100000E-5
DEPENDENT VARIABLF UTFNS DEGRFES OF FREEDOM
INDEPENDENT VARIARLES
WEXPI
BEST EQUATION WITH 1 VABIABIFS IN THE SET
VARIABIES IN THE BEGPESSION SET
MULTIPLE E S ST STAT PARTCONFIDFNCESTANDARNREGRESSIONVAR
CURR CORRELATIONERROP INTERVALCOFEFNAME
18.05 0.99150881E 2 122799E 10WEXPI 288.5578896
VARIABIFS NOT IN THE REGKESSION SFT
MULTIPLE E S ST STAT PARTVAR
CURR CORRELATIONNAME
228859E 80.88 -0.34 0.991BARS
236298E 80.75 -0.29 0.990PLATS
1.78 0.59 0.993 169281E 8RWAGE
0.49 0.82 0.997 853835E 7YEAR
1315 -0.42 0.991 211740E 8EXPOT
E.S.S 258337E 8
RESIDUAL ERROP 192108E 4
0.989MUTL CORR
-20509.4123192INTERCEPT TERM
NUMBER OF FOUATIONS TRIED WAS 001
DURBIN-WATSON D STATISTION 1.7949
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14/15/11 27/47/76 ICI 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XDS3/24
REGRESSION ANALYSSI CUVA XVXU CUT OFF PARAHETFR .1 00000i- S
DEPENDENT VARIAIABLE R/ES DOSPFFS LF FTFEDOM
INDEPFNVET VARIARLFS
RWAGE WLAB 1
BEST FQUATIOTN UITH ? VATRTWIFS IN IHF SOT
VARIABI.ES IR THF BIGRFSSIPO SET
T STAI PARTRFGRFSSIRN COA FIDFRCEVAR Mill TIPI F F S S
NAME LI TFRVAL COWRFLHT TO
2.73 -O, 99 ,551RWAGE - 246.1492362 868109F 7
WLABI 730.6680328 3.25 0.92 O.172 .115473E R
VARIABI FS 11 1 T
T !TAT PFkT tiLTTPLFVAR F S S
NANE CURR COORFLAT1f1N
PLATS 0.36 -O,34 0,93?
.1630?.5F 7
UT FFNS 0.93 -0.88 0,983 Q85481F 6
YFAk l.. 84 -0.88 0.983
.418757F 7








NUMBER RF FIUATIC 1 T ' HLL'I






15/14/07 23/01/76 IGL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS XKS3/24
RFGRESSION AKALYSTS COVA XYAU CUT PFF PARAMETFR .100000E- 5
DEPENKENT VAEIAKIT UTETS DEGRFEFS OF FRFFDUM 1
INDEPFNDENT VARIARLFS I
RWAGS YEAR WLART
BEST FQUATJUK WIIP B CARIAPLFS IN IRE SFI
VAPIABLFS IN TRP RFRPPSSIOH SERFRSSIOU SET
VAR RESRESSIOA SIMKNRD COKEITFNCE T STAT PART MUITLPLE
NAME COFIF LRROP INILRVAL CORR CURRFLATION
.412991F 70.41 0.38 0.990RWAGE 103.9362231 .4439238 3
0.26 0.25 0.991 375736F 7YEAR 2923.2734998
352570F 70.02 -0.02 0.992WLABI - 32.0008715
VARIARIFS EOT IN IHF
F S SMill TIPI FT STAT PARTVAR
COPR CURRFLATJONNAME
0.00 1.000BARS
0.00 -1.00 1.000 .4939928 2PLATS
0.00 -1.00 1.000 .7801128 2EXPOT
.3524698 7E.S.S.
RESIDUAL ERKOR .1877425 4
MULT COTT 0.992
INTERCIPT IEPO -.5746932ASE 7
NUMBEP UF FOUATIONS TDIED WAS 001
DURBIN-WATSON D STATISTIC= 2.2284
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20/38/24 23/01/76
ICI 1900 STATISTICAL ANAIYSIS XDS3/24
REGRESSION ANALYSIS COVA XY70 OUT OFF PARAMETEP 100000E-5




BEST FQUATION WITH 1 VARIABLES IR TPE SET
VARIABLES IN THE REGEESSION SET
VAR PEGRESSION SLANDERO CONFIDENCE 1 STAT
PART MULTIPLE E S S
NAME COEFF ERPOR PATERVAL CUPR CORRFLATION
YEAR 4403.0223693 197512E 3 22.29 0.99
0.000 217115F 10
VARIABLES NOT IN THE PEGRESSION SET
VAR 1 STAT PART
MULTIPLE E S S
NAME CUPR CORRELATION
BARS 3.07 0.14 0.996
177120E 8
PLATS 1.22 -0.40 0.992 325301E 8
RWAGE 0.55 -0.19 0.991 371913E 8
EXPOT 3.40 0.77 0.996
157925E 8
E.S.S. 380209E 8
RESIDUAL FRROS 267152E 4
MULET COPR 0.991
INTERCEPT TERM -.864021562E 7
NUMBER OF EQUATINS THILS WAS OUT
DURBIN-WATSON D STATISTIC 0.8738
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20/43 23/42/70 LGL 1900 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS CDS3/24
REGRESSION ANALYSI SYAO CUT OFF PARAMFTER .10000OE- 5
DFPENDENT VARIAELE OTES REGEEFS OF PREFNOM 9
INDEPFNDENT VARIABLE
RWAGE
BEST EQUATIOR NTB UVAPIABLFS IN IEF S
VARIABLE= I'., T F I SET
F S SMULTIPLT STAT PARTCORFIDENCESTANDREORESSIOSVAR
CURR ORRFLATIONCOEFF IKTERVALPRPNPNAME
.217115E 106085 0.92733.2086991 ,107014RWAGE
VAPIABLFS NOI ON INE REGISSSITSSI O SET





8.19 .371913E 8O.95 0.91YEAR
0.97 0.995 214123F 811.07EXPOT
0.349288E 9E.S.S.




DURBIN-WATSON D STATISTIC= 0.9746
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60/22/05 27/01/7o IGL 1900 STATISTTCAI ANAIYSIS XDS3/24
REGRESSION AHALYSIS COVA XYZO CUT OFF PARANETER .100000E- 5
DEPENDERT VARTAELF BEGPFFS OF FREEDOM 8
INDEPFNIEN VARIALF
TIME TSQ
BEST FQUATUW WITM VARIABIES IN THE SFT
VARIABLES IN HE REGKRSSIO SET
VAR PFGRFSSIOR OUFIDFBCF T STAT PART MUI TIPIE F S SNAME COERF IUTFFViI CORR CORREIAIION
TIME 6.63 0.9? 0.986
.616555F 8
TSQ 104.2764476 4.96 0.87 0.991 . 386210E 8
VAPIABLFS 001 TAF IA TND KEOHESSIOESET
VAR T STAI PART HUi1TIPLE f S SNAME
COPP CORRFLATION
BARS













INTKRCERT TREF 1 85.4772596
DURBIN_WATSON D STATISTIC= 1.9433
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APPENDIX XII
THE DISCUSSION ON THE TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
Time series Analysis
A time series can be defined as a set of quantitative
readings of some variables or composite of variables.arranged
in chronological order of their occurrence.1 The total movement
in a time series from one time period to another is usually a
composite of four kinds of change. They are
(1) secular trend,
(2) seasonal variations,
(3) cyclical fluctuations, and
(4) irregular changes.
A secular trend refers to the smooth and regular move-
ment of a series reflecting decline, stagnation or continuous
growth over a long period of time.
Seasonal variations refer to those alterations which
recur regularly over time. The word seasonal may be misleading
in the sense that it seems to imply a relationship to the seasons
of the year. Actually, a seasonal pattern may even be weekly or
daily.
Cyclical fluctuations are usually up-and-down movements
recurring at longer intervals than the seasonal pattern. However,
they tend to be less persistent than trend and may tend to be
somewhat irregular.
Irregular changes, conceptually, are those movements
which contribute unpredictable period-to-period variations. They
1Lincoln L. Chao, statistics: Methods and Analysis (New
York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1969), p. 356.
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tend to be either random or caused by some sporadic events such
as drastic change in economic conditions and other natural
catastrophes.
There are two generally accepted time-series models,
using the four components described above. They are additive
and multiplicative models.
Let Y= original observed data
T= value of secular trend
S= value of seasonal component
C= value of cyclical component
I= value of irregular component
The additive model assumes that the four components can be added
together to give the original observed data that is,
Y= T+ S+ C+ I
The multiplicative model assumes that the product of the four
components gives the observed data that is,
Y= T x S x C x I
Since the multiplicative model has been generally considered the
standard conventional model for analysis of time series, this
model was used in the analysis. Moreover, although the multiple
regression analysis shows that the annual export values of alu-
minium domestic utensils are somewhat linearly related with
time, it is not very appropriate to assume a linear relationship
in the following time-series analysis when the quarterly export
figures (as shown in Table 25) are included. This can be supported
by the Figure 9, which obviously shows that a second-degree
parabolic trend equation is more suitable. The form of the
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TABLE 25
EXPORT FIGURES OF ALUMINIUM DOMESTIC UTENSILS, 1964-1974 (IN HKS)
Quarters
Yearly Total







10,794,806 31,843,4581970 6,001,874 9,905,7595,141,019
10,136,1451971 37,005,8577,947,438 9,767,0649,155,210
10,707,0791972 11,224,88011,339,182 43,198,4739,927,332
1973 10,011,889 L4,992,33510,543,780 11,819,264 47,467,268
1,113.3241974 13,671,578 13,046,17614,188,940 54,020,018




where a is the Y intercept, and b and c are concerned with the
slope and the rate of change of the curve. The least-squares
method was used for trend fitting to the data in Table 25. ThE
three constants a, b and c and be obtained from the following,
equations, respectively:
where n= total number of quarters over the whole time period of
1964 to 1974
x = a number assigned to each quarter of the period as
shown in Table 26
With 1964 as the origin, the computation process is illustrated
of Y, xY, x2, x2Y, and x4 arein Table 26. The values
shown in the bottom row of Table 26. The values of the constants
are as follows:
Yt = a + bX + cX2





COMPUTATION OF SECOND-DEGREE TREND CURVE FITTED TO THE QUARTERLY EXPORT TRADE FIGURES
FOR ALUMINIUM DOMESTIC UTENSILS (Y AND Yt ARE EXPRESSED TO THE NEAREST HK$1,000)
Year, Trend
By
Yt = a + bx + cx2x x2 x4 Y xY x2Y
Quarter






-54,128-172 289 83,521 920,176
2,829.790
3,184
-16 -60,272256 65,5363 964,352 3,268.0863,767
-15 -44,355225 2,957 665,32550,625
-l41966: 1 106 620,34038,416 3,165 -44, 310
-47,5022 -13 169 28,561 617,5263,654
-12
-45,888144 20,736 3,824 550,656
3,400.82
-11















x4 y xY x2Yx xQuarter
4,203.450431,300












-4 115,232 5,472.31825616 7,2023
-21,1539
_3 63,4594 5,716.22081 7,051
-11,234-2 22,468 5,969.3861611969: 5,617
-1 1 6,231.8162 1 -5, 868 5,8685,868
00 0 0 6,503.5100 6,7393
1 1 1 6,784.4689,095 9,0959,095
421970: 1 24,00816 12,0046,002 7,074.690
2 15,42381 7,374.17646,2695,141
16 2563 1,079 17,2644,316 7,682.926









x4 Y xY x2Y
x x2Quarter
8,328.218286,09247,6821,296 7,947611971: 36
8,664.76064,085 448,5952,401 9,1552 7 49
625,088 9,010.56678,13664 9,7678 4,0963




10,878.5564 1,809,483139,10116913 28,561 10,707
11,279.9461,962,3521 14 196 140,1681973: 10,01238,416
152 225 2,372,400 11,690.600158,16050,625 10,544
16 256 190,70465,536 11,919 12,110.5183 3,051,264
4 17 289 83,521 14,992 12,539.700254,864 4,332,688





Yt= a + bx + cx2




4 441 14,349.06821 275,373194,481 13,113 5,782,833




The second-degree trend curve is therefore
and the computed trend values (Yt expressed in the nearest
HK$1,000.00) are shown in the last column of Table 26.
Computation of seasonal indexes
Seasonal indexes are measures of seasonal variations in
the behavior of any variable. By using such indexes, the time
series can be deseasonalized, and the deseasonalized data are
known as seasonally adjusted. For computing the seasonal indexes,
the seasonal fluctuations contained in the time series have to
be extracted. For this purpose, a four-quarter moving average
for each period is calculated because the yearly data is made up
of four quarters.
Table 27 shows the computation process. For example, in
Table 27, the four-quarter moving average for 1964 is obtained
by adding the values for the four quarters and then dividing the
sum by four. The result is entered as the average for the third
quarter of 1964. Column 4 of Table 27 shows the four-quarter
moving averages derived in this way. Since an even number of
periods is included, the number of periods before and after the
period for which the average is computed are not equal. The
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TABLE 27












4 2,956,763 13,073,464 88.93,327,009.73,268,366.0
11966: 13,542,6133,165,147 3,392,723.0 93.33,385,653.3
2 105.813,599,713,653,502 3,451,983.03,399,792.8
14,016,6973 3,823,759 104. 83,647,682.53,504,174.3















l1969: 25,738,734 6,376,839.06,434,683.55,617,430 81.0
2 25,275,978 6,318,994.5 6,574,473.75,868,366 89.3
27,319,811 6,829,952.8 6,878,008.06,739,369 97.98
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moving average must fall midway between the values for two con-
secutive periods, and it is not related to any one period. This
problem can be solved by using four-quarter centered moving
average. The first centered moving average is the mean of the
first two four-quarter moving averages, the second centered
moving average is the mean of the second and the third four-.
quarter moving averages, etc. (as shown in column 5 of Table 27).
The centered moving averages in column 5 are an estimate
of the trend and cyclical movements combined, or T x C. The ori-
ginal data divided by T x C and then multiplied by 100 yield an
estimate of the seasonal and irregular movement combined that
is,
which is the same as in column 6 of Table 27. In order to eli-
minate the irregular variations so as to obtain the seasonal
index, the seasonal-irregular percentages are averaged for each
quarter. It is expected that through this process of averaging,
any remaining irregular fluctuations will be smoothed out. The
computation process is illustrated in Table 28. The four average,(
will then be an estimate of the seasonal indexes, and the sum
of the four values should be equal 400. Since the total is
401.693 instead of 400, an adjustment is required. This is done
by multiplying each of the quarterly averages by ratio of 400 to
401.693. The final values of the seasonal index, which must
total 400, are shown in the bottom row of Table 28.
T x S x C x I
T x C 100=S x I
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TABLE 28
COMPUTATION OF SEASONAL INDEX FOR
ALUMINIUM DOMESTIC UTENSILS












Total 909.60 955.28 1,984.15 1,967.90
Average 90.96 95.528 108.415 196.790
Seasonal
Index 90.577 95.125 107.958 106.31
Quarters
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Analysis of cyclical variations and irregular movements
Since the original data are represented by T x S x C x I,
the cyclical-irregular movements can be obtained by eliminating
trend and seasonal variation, that is,
This remaining data (C x I) are usually smoothed out by moving
average method to obtain the cyclical variations, which are called
cyclical percentages. This procedure is commonly referred to as
the residual method.
Knowing the cyclical percentages, the irregular movement
(I) for each quarter can be obtained by dividing the cyclical-
irregular percentages (i.e. C x I) with the corresponding cyclical
percentage (C).
Since an economic cycle can never be predicted from a
mere historical study of the series of data itself, and the pur-
pose of the present analysis is forecasting, the cyclical and
irregular components are not computed in this analysis. Instead,
the forecasting is based mainly on trend and seasonal patterns
alone. The trend values of projected quarterly export figures
for 1975- 1977 are computed, using the previously derived second-
degree trend equation (1). Then multiplying the quarterly trend
values by the corresponding seasonal indexes, the forecasted
export values are obtained (as illustrated in Table 29). Figure
10 presents the trend parabolic curve fitted to the data.
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1香
港
鋁
業
之
研
究
｜
著
重
於
出
口
市
場
銷
售
業
務
　
麥
志
華
香
港
鋁
工
業
可
分
為
三
個
主
要
部
分
：
鋁
質
器
皿
製
造
業
，
鋁
片
輾
轆
業
，
及
型
材
梢
壓
業
，
惟
香
港
迄
今
尚
無
煉
鋁
廠
之
設
立
。
香
港
鋁
業
大
約
始
於
四
十
年
代
末
期
，
當
時
業
務
只
限
於
入
口
鋁
片
，
用
以
製
造
器
皿
。
直
至
一
九
四
九
年
，
始
設
立
第
一
間
轆
片
廠
，
而
第
一
間
擠
壓
廠
則
於
一
九
五
七
年
開
始
作
業
。
在
過
去
十
年
中
，
香
港
鋁
業
曾
經
歷
穩
定
及
不
斷
發
展
之
階
段
，
但
最
近
世
界
性
經
濟
危
機
已
使
很
多
廠
家
出
口
數
量
萎
縮
，
其
幅
度
大
約
在
百
分
之
二
十
左
右
。
一
九
七
四
年
之
鋁
製
品
出
口
總
值
約
為
2港
幣
一
億
零
二
百
萬
元
，
雖
較
一
九
七
三
年
出
口
總
值
增
加
百
分
之
二
十
八
點
五
，
但
作
者
相
信
鋁
製
品
出
口
價
格
上
漲
是
其
主
要
原
因
。
一
九
七
五
年
首
八
個
月
之
鋁
產
品
出
口
總
值
，
已
較
一
九
七
四
年
同
期
下
跌
百
分
之
十
八
點
六
。
在
鋁
工
業
中
，
以
小
型
工
廠
佔
大
多
數
，
而
此
輕
金
屬
行
業
需
要
巨
額
投
資
於
半
自
動
機
器
。
因
廠
房
面
積
限
制
及
產
量
小
而
種
類
多
，
故
不
能
採
用
全
自
動
化
生
產
系
統
及
大
量
生
產
方
法
，
使
技
術
和
生
產
和
程
序
之
策
劃
常
有
困
難
。
此
外
，
鋁
業
製
造
商
亦
遭
遇
其
他
困
難
，
例
如
鋁
椗
及
鋁
條
之
價
格
上
漲
，
勞
工
和
技
術
人
材
缺
乏
等
，
但
主
要
困
難
相
信
是
在
出
口
市
場
銷
售
方
面
。
3香
港
鋁
業
製
造
商
普
遍
著
重
生
產
，
而
比
較
忽
畧
其
外
銷
市
場
之
推
廣
。
作
者
當
抽
樣
訪
問
十
五
間
工
廠
，
調
查
其
外
銷
方
畧
，
所
得
結
果
為
：
（
一
）
除
少
數
大
廠
商
外
，
新
產
品
及
包
裝
之
設
計
與
發
展
並
不
普
遍
；
廠
家
通
常
依
照
買
家
規
格
製
造
，
其
所
謂
新
產
品
，
主
要
是
由
模
依
或
修
改
外
國
產
品
而
來
。
（
二
）
大
廠
商
多
直
接
與
買
家
商
談
而
獲
取
定
單
，
小
型
廠
商
則
多
數
依
靠
本
港
出
口
商
之
定
單
。
（
三
）
鋁
業
廠
商
很
少
在
海
外
市
場
自
行
推
廣
其
產
品
。
只
有
大
廠
商
參
加
香
港
貿
易
發
展
局
之
貿
易
團
及
外
國
產
品
展
覽
會
等
。
4（
四
）
小
廠
家
主
要
以
低
價
格
來
爭
取
出
口
商
之
定
單
，
因
而
招
致
則
方
畧
要
素
之
一
而
已
。
（
五
）
在
外
銷
財
務
方
面
，
香
港
鋁
業
製
造
商
並
未
遭
遇
重
大
困
難
，
因
海
外
買
家
多
以
信
用
狀
方
式
付
款
，
而
弓
廠
商
則
通
常
於
付
D/PD/A
這
只
限
於
信
用
可
靠
之
長
期
買
家
。
出
口
信
用
保
險
未
被
普
遍
使
用
。
（
六
）
很
少
廠
商
採
用
有
系
統
之
市
場
研
究
，
以
探
討
外
地
市
場
情
況
及
其
消
費
者
之
需
要
。
但
有
些
大
廠
則
利
用
參
加
香
港
貿
易
發
5展
局
外
銷
推
廣
泛
動
之
機
會
，
派
遺
有
關
人
員
到
海
外
考
察
及
探
討
買
家
。
（
七
）
現
時
香
港
鋁
製
品
並
未
受
到
外
國
市
場
入
口
限
額
制
度
之
干
擾
，
而
且
享
受
美
國
、
歐
洲
共
同
市
場
、
日
本
、
加
拿
大
及
澳
洲
之
特
惠
稅
率
。
惜
東
南
亞
若
干
國
家
，
例
如
印
度
尼
西
亞
，
則
徵
收
相
當
苛
刻
之
入
口
稅
，
以
保
護
其
國
內
工
業
。
（
八
）
香
港
所
產
鋁
質
擠
壓
產
品
及
鋁
片
，
其
中
約
有
百
分
之
五
十
輸
往
海
外
市
場
。
所
產
鋁
質
家
庭
器
皿
，
則
大
部
份
外
銷
，
只
有
百
分
之
十
至
二
十
左
右
供
應
本
地
市
場
。
（
九
）
現
時
港
製
鋁
品
有
超
過
一
百
個
海
外
市
場
，
但
不
同
種
類
之
貨
6品
有
其
不
同
之
主
要
市
場
。
港
產
鋁
擠
壓
品
多
輸
往
東
南
亞
及
中
東
國
家
，
但
這
些
國
家
的
市
場
常
在
變
動
中
。
英
、
美
及
中
東
國
家
則
為
港
產
鋁
片
之
主
要
輸
入
國
。
最
近
兩
年
，
有
些
中
東
國
家
對
香
港
鋁
工
業
用
品
的
需
求
有
顯
著
增
加
。
但
香
港
鋁
工
業
產
品
，
包
括
鋁
擠
壓
品
及
鋁
片
等
，
並
無
可
靠
及
長
遠
之
外
銷
市
場
。
若
東
南
亞
及
中
東
等
國
家
針
對
本
身
長
期
需
要
大
量
鋁
工
業
用
品
，
自
行
建
立
鋁
擠
壓
廠
及
轆
片
廠
，
同
時
並
增
加
進
口
稅
。
或
設
出
進
口
限
額
制
度
，
則
本
港
鋁
工
業
前
途
賓
堪
憂
慮
。
因
此
，
香
港
鋁
業
廠
商
應
著
重
於
拓
展
本
港
市
場
，
而
其
生
產
量
之
擴
展
應
以
配
合
本
港
市
場
之
需
求
為
原
則
。
7（
十
）
港
製
鋁
質
家
庭
用
品
有
其
長
遠
之
外
銷
市
場
。
雖
然
目
前
本
港
鋁
質
器
皿
輸
往
九
十
多
個
國
家
，
但
其
中
八
個
主
要
市
場
｜
英
、
美
、
日
本
、
西
德
、
澳
洲
、
加
拿
大
、
新
幾
內
亞
及
星
嘉
坡
｜
每
年
大
約
共
輸
入
香
港
鋁
質
皿
達
百
分
之
八
十
，
故
外
銷
市
場
似
相
當
集
中
。
運
八
主
先
進
國
家
之
鋁
產
品
多
屬
於
中
價
貨
，
而
輸
往
發
展
中
國
家
則
普
遍
為
下
價
貨
。
西
德
及
日
本
對
本
港
鋁
產
品
之
需
求
續
有
增
加
，
將
繼
續
成
為
鋁
業
廠
商
努
力
拓
展
之
對
象
。
迄
今
，
港
製
鋁
品
尚
未
當
輸
往
東
歐
共
產
國
家
，
其
主
要
原
因
在
於
此
等
國
家
之
外
匯
管
制
及
政
治
因
素
。
（
十
一
）
香
港
鋁
工
業
產
品
在
海
外
市
場
受
到
日
本
及
台
灣
同
類
貨
品
之
8威
脅
，
而
中
國
及
蘇
聯
鋁
片
亦
較
香
港
為
廉
。
至
於
鋁
質
家
庭
用
品
，
因
台
灣
及
南
韓
之
工
資
及
運
費
低
廉
，
香
港
所
受
威
脅
極
大
，
尤
以
下
價
貨
品
為
甚
。
其
實
香
港
在
生
產
方
面
並
不
怎
樣
超
越
台
灣
及
南
韓
，
只
在
貿
易
推
廣
方
面
畧
勝
一
籌
。
當
然
，
本
港
鋁
製
品
在
款
式
設
計
及
品
質
方
面
較
好
，
本
港
廠
家
及
出
口
商
與
海
外
買
家
已
建
立
較
為
穩
固
之
貿
易
關
係
，
本
港
有
較
為
完
善
之
世
界
性
通
訊
和
運
輸
系
統
，
以
及
本
港
地
理
位
置
甚
為
堙
想
，
凡
此
均
為
有
利
因
素
。
但
台
灣
及
南
韓
現
正
在
品
質
及
設
計
方
面
努
力
改
善
，
故
威
脅
仍
然
存
在
。
香
港
鋁
工
業
為
保
持
及
增
強
其
在
海
外
市
場
之
競
爭
能
力
，
9應
著
重
於
外
銷
之
推
廣
，
作
者
謹
就
訪
問
廠
商
所
得
，
提
供
下
列
建
議
：
（
一
）
注
意
新
產
品
之
發
展
｜
鋁
器
皿
製
造
廠
應
自
己
創
新
設
計
新
產
品
，
尤
其
著
重
品
質
、
用
途
及
款
式
，
務
求
減
少
同
行
競
爭
。
商
品
的
新
款
式
要
配
合
時
代
與
潮
流
，
並
要
把
握
住
外
國
消
費
者
心
理
及
需
要
。
例
如
鋁
質
廚
具
應
以
新
穎
的
顏
色
圖
案
來
吸
引
美
國
及
西
歐
顧
客
。
（
二
）
著
重
包
裝
設
計
｜
設
計
好
的
包
裝
除
可
以
幫
助
推
銷
及
保
護
貨
品
外
，
還
可
以
節
省
傳
位
，
因
而
減
低
運
費
。
特
別
在
運
費
急
劇
正
漲
時
，
有
效
的
包
裝
設
計
可
以
減
輕
成
本
，
從
而
增
加
外
10
銷
競
爭
能
力
。
（
三
）
外
銷
市
場
之
分
散
｜
目
前
本
港
鋁
家
庭
用
品
之
海
外
市
場
過
於
集
中
，
實
宜
加
以
分
散
，
因
為
市
場
集
中
會
招
致
主
要
輸
入
國
採
用
入
口
限
額
之
惡
果
。
廠
商
應
著
重
開
闢
西
歐
及
中
東
市
場
。
雖
然
外
匯
管
制
及
政
治
因
素
使
東
歐
市
場
拓
展
不
易
，
但
此
等
國
家
正
開
始
採
用
較
開
放
的
貿
易
政
策
，
對
香
港
鋁
業
廠
商
將
會
有
利
。
（
四
）
採
用
適
當
銷
售
途
徑
｜
大
廠
直
設
立
分
公
司
於
海
外
市
場
，
或
委
任
外
國
代
理
，
以
負
責
推
銷
、
接
收
定
單
、
及
蒐
集
有
關
市
場
資
料
事
宜
。
小
型
廠
商
應
設
立
出
口
聯
盟
組
織
或
其
他
類
似
11
機
構
，
作
為
小
廠
商
之
出
口
代
理
，
負
責
出
口
實
務
處
理
，
及
連
絡
海
外
買
家
等
。
採
用
此
項
辦
法
可
以
避
免
因
競
奪
出
口
商
定
單
所
引
起
之
不
良
後
果
。
（
五
）
交
貨
快
捷
及
準
期
｜
廠
商
應
建
立
交
貨
快
捷
及
準
期
之
良
好
信
譽
，
以
爭
取
外
國
買
家
之
信
心
。
要
辦
到
這
一
點
，
廠
家
必
須
作
較
精
密
之
生
產
程
序
規
劃
，
及
確
保
鋁
原
料
之
供
應
。
（
六
）
安
排
更
多
推
廣
貿
易
之
活
動
｜
其
主
要
目
的
在
樹
立
香
港
廠
家
在
買
家
心
目
中
之
地
位
：
高
品
質
鋁
製
造
商
之
良
好
聲
譽
。
除
了
參
加
香
港
貿
易
發
展
局
之
推
銷
活
動
外
，
大
廠
商
可
以
經
其
分
公
司
或
代
理
惟
銷
其
貨
品
，
而
小
廠
則
應
連
同
出
口
商
或
其
12
出
口
聯
盟
組
織
，
推
廣
及
拓
展
海
外
市
場
。
（
七
）
需
要
更
多
市
場
研
究
｜
欲
設
計
成
功
新
的
產
品
，
廠
商
需
要
市
場
研
究
，
以
明
瞭
外
國
消
費
者
之
需
要
，
及
市
場
情
況
等
。
（
八
）
盡
可
能
賒
銷
｜
現
時
大
多
數
鋁
業
廠
商
需
要
外
國
買
家
以
信
用
狀
方
式
付
款
，
此
方
法
對
香
港
廠
家
雖
十
分
安
全
可
靠
，
但
買
D/PD/A
從
台
灣
及
南
韓
等
競
爭
者
中
爭
回
不
少
買
家
。
與
此
同
時
，
廠
家
亦
應
購
買
出
口
信
用
保
險
以
保
障
賒
銷
之
風
險
。
（
九
）
言
語
訓
練
｜
有
些
小
型
廠
家
因
不
諳
英
語
，
需
要
依
賴
出
口
商
代
接
定
單
。
大
廠
則
普
遍
能
以
英
語
與
海
外
買
家
商
談
，
但
當
13
接
觸
到
其
他
不
懂
英
語
之
歐
洲
買
家
時
，
本
港
廠
商
可
能
會
遭
遇
言
語
上
困
難
。
因
此
，
廠
家
應
派
遺
其
屬
下
人
員
接
受
有
關
言
語
訓
練
，
以
助
推
廣
貿
易
。
（
十
）
宜
改
組
香
港
鋁
業
商
會
｜
現
時
香
港
鋁
業
商
會
只
是
一
個
聯
誼
組
織
，
如
欲
香
港
鋁
工
業
獲
得
整
體
之
發
展
，
實
有
改
組
此
一
商
會
使
其
成
為
一
個
集
中
組
織
之
必
要
，
以
便
負
責
促
進
各
鋁
業
廠
商
之
聯
絡
及
合
作
，
執
行
設
計
工
作
，
蒐
集
及
傳
播
有
關
市
場
之
資
料
等
。
最
後
，
作
者
認
為
香
港
鋁
業
之
未
來
發
展
，
實
有
賴
於
該
業
廠
商
能
否
接
受
及
運
用
新
的
市
場
觀
念
，
及
其
他
外
銷
市
場
實
務
14
技
巧
。
個
別
廠
家
需
要
時
常
修
正
其
市
場
方
畧
，
務
求
迎
合
其
本
身
之
需
要
、
資
源
、
及
變
動
中
之
環
境
。


